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Executive Summary  

Non-profit organizations (NPOs) can take several informative findings from the following study to 

bring better brand awareness to consumers’ minds. A cause-related marketing campaign can oftentimes 

be a potential funder’s first interaction with the charity. It is essential that NPOs build a strong brand 

reputation of their own before entering into a cause-related marketing arrangement. Having a brand that 

draws consumer attention is notably important as the NPO doesn’t have a product to sell, but a cause 

they need consumers to buy into, which is why visual language is key. By establishing an identifiable brand, 

consumers will be more likely to purchase or donate to the charity based on previous association of their 

organization and NPOs are more likely to be on the receiving end of a corporate partnership. Based on 

the findings of this academic paper, NPOs should consider being overtly visible to consumers, such as the 

association of the color pink with breast cancer research.  

 For both sides of the relationship, NPOs and corporations must strategically align their business 

objectives to the cause-related marketing campaign and find a way to get out in front of the consumer to 

achieve those objectives. It must always be remembered that cause-related marketing campaigns come 

together to mutually benefit both partners. In order for any partnership to be successful, it takes time, 

talent and resources to catch the eye of the time-starved consumer. With a thought-out strategic fit, 

there’s a place for cause-related marketing campaigns that allow both NPOs and corporations to achieve 

their goals.  
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About the Author 
 The researcher and graduate candidate has always been compelled to work for a cause or mission 

she believes in. This is likely the reason her seven year career as a communications professional has been 

made up of working for a variety of nonprofits. The author began her career as a PBS television news 

reporter, focusing on telling the stories of the local community, then she was a health and wellness 

marketing communications specialist with a statewide healthcare company, and now she serves as the 

director of community engagement for a national nonprofit devoted to helping educate, recognize and 

connect high school and college student journalists.  

 The M.A. in Strategic Communication program has opened her eyes to the importance of branding, 

a topic that’s piqued her professional interest. With the choice between sticking to her nonprofit roots or 

looking ahead to future corporate career opportunities, she decided to understand both sides of the coin 

in reputation management and brand awareness. After initial research, it became clear that there hasn’t 

been much research about the nonprofit’s brand awareness in a cause-related marketing campaign; 

rather, it’s generally gathered from the corporation’s perspective. This became the gap that this paper is 

seeking to help fill. This capstone paper is a topic that’s kept her eager and interested to learn more about 

throughout its five-month journey. In turn, this paper has allowed her to better understand the path she 

sees for her future as a successful, professional communicator.   

Introduction 
 In today’s society, the idea of giving back has taken on a whole new meaning for Fortune 500 

companies. Stereotypically, corporations are perpetually seen as the money hungry “bad guy,” while 

nonprofits work toward the “greater good,” yet in recent years there has been an increased call to action 

by corporations to care about more than just their ROI. “There is an establishment of a corporate social 
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norm to do good, and an apparent transition from giving as an obligation to giving as a strategy” (Kotler 

& Lee, 2005).  

 According to the 2011 KPMG International Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting, 95 

percent of the world’s largest 250 companies report their corporate responsibility activities. Those 

activities may include encouraged volunteer paid time off, providing funds to foundations or charities that 

align with the business, or teaming up with a cause in a cause-related marketing (cause-related marketing) 

campaign, which looks to consumers for a donation or to take action (Pringle and Thompson, 1999). 

 In a 2011 global study spanning 10 countries by Cone Communications and Echo Research, 94 

percent of consumers said they are likely to switch brands to one that supports a cause (if both brands 

are similar in price and quality). Ninety-three percent would buy a product associated with a cause (Cone 

Communications, 2011). Companies and corporations have caught on and are looking to team up with the 

next best cause for a cause-related marketing campaign.  

 In a 2012 Sponsorship report by IEG Consulting, it was projected that cause-related spending by 

marketers would grow to $1.7 billion in 2012—more than half of what’s being spent on mobile advertising 

(Carmichael & Chinni, 2012). Cause-related marketing is now becoming a priority for business leaders, 

offering the opportunity for increased ROI and a competitive advantage. Charities and causes to partner 

with are being thought out strategically as companies look for causes that allow them to fall into value 

chain and competitive context (Porter & Kramer, 2006). In order to create that value, they’re depending 

on the alliance of a nonprofit to help them get there.  
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Cause-related marketing helps corporations “do better by doing good” by increasing the 

company’s revenues while contributing to societal welfare (Nan and Heo, 2007). But what is the incentive 

for a nonprofit organization (NPO) to get involved? Cause-related marketing campaigns offer a brand-

leveraging process where marketers attempt to increase the equity of their brands by borrowing equity 

from others (Kelly, 2003). “If the marriage is compatible, this can be a win-win arrangement wherein 

nonprofits get well-funded exposure, which may include paid advertising favorably placed by their 

corporate media buyers, and corporations get extensive favorable PR for their embrace of worthy causes” 

(Earle, 2000).  

As this academic paper discusses, both organizations enter into cause-related marketing for 

mutual benefit, but, whose brand benefits more? Whose brand equity comes out on top? These are 

questions this paper will seek to answer. We must first level the playing field of what cause-related 

marketing campaigns we’re focusing on.  

What is Cause-related marketing? 

Most research shows that the idea of cause-related marketing began on a national scale with 

American Express raising funds to restore the Statue of Liberty in 1983. Through this partnership, 

American Express gave a portion of every credit card purchase to the Statue of Liberty Restoration Fund, 

and an additional amount for every new application that resulted in a new credit card customer. Within 

three months, American Express credit card use rose 27%, new card applications increased 45% over the 

previous year and the Restoration Fund raised over $1.7 million (American Express, 2003).  

Today the term “cause-related marketing” can mean something very different. To some, it’s simply 

a purchase benefiting charity, yet other definitions include sponsorships or donations to a charity. 
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Oftentimes companies refer to it as something different entirely, including co-branding, cause marketing 

or cause promotions (Kotler & Lee, 2005).  

According to Kotler & Lee, cause-related marketing is “when a corporation commits to making a 

contribution or donating a percentage of revenues to a specific cause based on product sales. Most 

commonly this offer is for an announced period of time, for a specific product, and for a specified charity.” 

Yet Hajjat (2003) defines it in its simplest form: “The integration of marketing activities of a for-profit firm 

with fund raising requirements of a not-for-profit organization.” Pringle & Thompson (1999) call it “a 

strategic positioning and marketing tool which links a company or brand to a relevant social cause or issue 

for mutual benefit.” It is argued that these campaigns offer a win-win for both entities as a way to “raise 

funds for social causes, enhance the firm’s image, create positive attitudes toward its products, increase 

sales and provide support for the NPO” (Hajjat, 2003).   

According to University of Illinois Professor of Communication, Inger Stole (May 2006), there are 

seven types of cause-related marketing arrangements: “advertising, where a business aligns itself with a 

particular cause and uses ads to communicate the cause's message; public relations, where a business 

calls press and public attention to a strategic partnership between itself and a non-profit 

group; sponsorship, where a business helps fund a particular program or event; licensing, where a business 

pays to use a charity logo on its products or services; direct marketing, where both a business and a non-

profit raise funds and promote brand awareness…; facilitated giving, where a business facilitates 

customer donations to the charity and purchase-trigger donations, where a company pledges to 

contribute a percentage or set amount of a product’s price to a charitable cause or organization.” 
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The definition of direct marketing above (“where both a business and a non-profit raise funds and 

promote brand awareness”) is the umbrella to the two types of cause-related marketing campaigns this 

paper will focus on: facilitated giving and purchase-trigger donations. It should be noted that the average 

consumer generally cannot decipher the difference in type of cause-related marketing arrangements.  

For the purposes of this academic paper, cause-related marketing is defined as, “the activity by 

which a company with an image, product or service to market, builds a relationship or partnership with a 

cause or a number of causes, for mutual benefit” (Pringle & Thompson, 1999). Some common examples 

of cause-related marketing campaigns include the “Save Lids to Save Lives” campaign between Yoplait 

yogurt (owned by General Mills) and the Susan G. Komen Foundation, making a donation for breast cancer 

research and TOMS Shoes “One for One” program that donates a pair of shoes to kids in need through 

their Giving Partners for every pair bought.  

What’s in a brand? 

According to Kevin Keller, a professor of marketing at Dartmouth College, “the power of a brand 

lies in what resides in the minds of its consumers” (Wehrenberg, 2012). Branding is an intangible asset 

that is a collection of impressions depending on both functional and emotional benefits, and it must be 

powerful enough to command a strong commitment and be a competitive advantage (Wehrenberg, 

2012). To sum it up, brands influence us and our purchasing decisions.  

In the corporate world, Apple comes out as King of the brands, followed by Microsoft and Coca-

Cola, rounding out the top 3 of Forbes’ inaugural list of the World’s Most Powerful Brands, which measures 

financial value and positive consumer sentiment (Badenhausen, 2012). Twin Cities-based food supplier 

General Mills is also holding its own when it comes to branding, scoring in the top 50 for 100 Most 

Powerful Brands (Badenhausen, 2012) and No. 1 as the most reputable company in America (Smith, 2012). 
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One of its brands, Cheerios, was called out as  No. 3 in the Brand Index scores of 2012, which measures 

brand health “based on general impression, quality, value, satisfaction, willingness to recommend, 

corporate reputation, attention and buzz” (YouGov Brand Index, 2012). Subway and Amazon were 

numbers one and two, respectively. General Mills is also heavily involved in many different cause-related 

marketing campaigns, two of which will be focused on in this study.  

Just as much as corporations are judged on branding and reputation, nonprofits are, too. In 2009, 

Cone Communications, a public relations and marketing agency focused on corporate social responsibility 

and cause marketing, developed the Cone Nonprofit Power Brand 100 list compiling a list of the top 100 

brands of the nation’s largest nonprofits. The YMCA, The Salvation Army, United Way of America, 

American Red Cross and Goodwill Industries International rounded out the top five based on their tax 

status, geographic reach, brand image and propensity for future growth (Cone Communications, 2009). 

Brand image leaders included American Cancer Society, The Salvation Army, United Way of America, 

Habitat for Humanity and American Red Cross (Cone Communications, 2009). 

Much research has been conducted on brand awareness from a corporation’s perspective in a 

cause-related marketing campaign, but sufficient research on a cause-related marketing campaign’s effect 

on a NPO’s brand awareness is left to be desired. This academic case study will attempt to fill that gap.  

To understand cause-related marketing’s importance to a nonprofit partner, interviews with both 

sides of existing cause-related marketing campaigns and three separate focus groups were conducted. To 

understand the level of brand awareness experienced by consumers, an online survey with 97 usable 

responses was administered. The research for this case study was guided by the themes and theories 

around cause-related marketing, based on previous research.  
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Literature Review 

 Reasons behind the popularity of cause-related marketing emerge with Maslow’s Hierarchy of 

Needs. “Consumers are slowly moving toward the top of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (See Appendix A) 

and seeking ‘self realization’” (Pringle & Thompson, 1999). Maslow suggested that human beings have a 

series of needs that progress from the most basic of food and shelter to a sense of belonging in society 

and eventually into self-actualization needs. Because a “material gap” has been closed in society, the 

average consumer is now looking at fulfilling its self-actualization requirements, which can be done by 

investing in and mindfully purchasing from companies that keep ethics in mind (Pringle & Thompson, 

1999). Thus supporting the corporation and NPOs business needs to publically show they’re “doing right 

by doing good.” 

Since the case of American Express in 1983, a variety of cause-related marketing research has been 

conducted. The majority of cause-related marketing research looks at consumer response and attitudes 

to the campaign and alliance. Typical research methods include surveys and interviews, many testing 

consumer brand consciousness. The findings of the following research provide sufficient argument that 

despite the claimed symmetrical benefit of the cause-related marketing agreement, the corporation is 

reaping most of the arrangement’s benefit.  

Consumer Response 

By simply partnering with a nonprofit, consumers tend to believe that the company itself is socially 

responsible (Ross, Patterson & Stutts, 1992). Corporate reputational enhancement and the opportunity 

for differentiation from competitors is linked to consumer perception of cause-related marketing 
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campaigns (Bronn & Crioni, 2001). Consumers prefer a brand that shows an altruistic motivation to 

support a social cause to a comparable brand that partners with a social cause for sales purposes alone 

(Barone, Miyazaki and Taylor, 2000). Consumers’ attitudes toward a business engaging in a cause-related 

marketing campaign are more favorable when the campaign is tied to a local cause rather than a national 

one (Ross, Patterson and Stutts, 1992). An ad with a cause-related marketing message compared to one 

without elicits a more favorable consumer attitude toward the company, suggesting cause-related 

marketing is more relevant when trying to enhance company image (Nan and Heo, 2007). Webb and Mohr 

(1998) reported that consumers believed that firms engage in cause-related marketing for egotistic 

reasons whereas NPOs participate for altruistic motives. Yet, Dahl and Lavack (1995) found that firms 

running cause-related marketing are more subject to negative consumer attitudes and behavioral 

responses than NPOs. 

While there is some research that has been conducted, little is mentioned in studies in regard to 

the NPO brand benefit of the alliance. The consumers’ general positive attitudes toward the nonprofit 

could be transferred to the sponsoring brand (Nan & Heo, 2007). Cause-related marketing campaigns 

between corporations with strong reputations and smaller NPOs with little public awareness help increase 

support, trust and awareness of the NPO; however, NPOs with a larger awareness may not gain as much 

benefit (Nowak & Washburn, 2000). Hajjat’s 2003 study of the role of involvement and donation in cause-

related marketing and ordinary marketing on consumer attitudes and purchase intentions shows that 

“involvement with the cause was more of a factor in creating positive attitudes toward the brand than 

involvement with the product.” 
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Cause-related Marketing Theories 

Impression Management Theory, defined as “the process by which individuals attempt to control 

the impressions others form of them” (Leary & Kowalski, 1990), may help generate support in a public 

setting and may provide symbolic rewards such as public attention, that may increase a person’s support 

for a cause (Lacetera & Macis, 2008), thus helping the cause-related marketing campaign. Jeong, Paek & 

Lee (2013), support Impression Management Theory in their findings, which showed in a social networking 

context, oftentimes the goal is to enhance one’s individual image onto another by performing behaviors 

based on the belief of how others evaluate them, which may predict consumer contribution to a cause. 

From the NPO perspective, this type of partnership can offer not only brand awareness, but also the 

chance for that consumer to donate to their cause once again.  

According to Commitment-Consistency Theory, persuading people to comply with a small, easy 

request greatly increases their likelihood of complying with a subsequent, larger request (Vaidyanathan 

& Aggarwal, 2005). Study results showed that when a subject expressed commitment to a cause, that 

commitment extended to purchase intentions surrounding that cause (Vaidyanathan & Aggarwal, 2005). 

This theory could be seen as a positive benefit for NPOs who use cause-related marketing campaigns.  

Balance Theory addresses situations where an individual evaluates the pairing of two separate 

elements—in this situation, the corporation and the NPO (Bail & Herr, 2006). By looking at pre and post-

existing attitudes toward the firm and charity involved, it was determined that the “fit” between the cause 

and alliance enhances the sense of relationship strength between the two organizations (Bail & Herr, 

2006). In addition, the level of “fit” between the brand and the cause could potentially influence consumer 
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responses to the campaign, supporting the idea that a high brand-cause fit is more favorable in consumers’ 

eyes (Nan & Heo, 2007).  

Nonprofit Perspective 

 Other literature has studied beliefs on cause-related marketing through the NPO perspective. 

More than 150 U.S. NPO managers were surveyed to determine the first and second order goals and 

outcomes of NPOs in a cause-related marketing arrangement (Runte, Basil & Deshapaande, 2009). Results 

suggest that NPOs enter into cause-related marketing arrangements primarily seeking event support, 

opportunities for networking, funding and increasing public awareness. In turn, NPOs perceive the alliance 

as providing long-term relationships with business and improved public image for their organization. 

Minimal evidence was found that cause-related marketing alliances exploit NPOs. However, for more 

experienced NPO managers, when the success of the campaign was measured, the outcome score (actual 

score) of the campaign rarely exceeded the goal score (score they were attempting to receive), which may 

suggest dissatisfaction with the cause-related marketing campaign (Runte, Basil & Deshapaande, 2009). 

 Using the associative network, Basil and Herr (2003) explain how individuals recall a concept, 

which is “activated in memory” and link it to related concepts, which are also activated. This explains what 

might happen in a consumer’s mind when recalling a cause-related marketing campaign. The research 

studied how consumers may correlate their negative attitude toward the company onto the charity 

they’re paired with. It was found that if negative pre-existing attitudes about the company occur, it will 

adversely affect the partner. If the cause-related marketing partnership harms individuals’ attitudes 

toward the charity, the short-term financial gains of the cause-related marketing partnership may not be 

worth the potential loss of donor support (Basil & Herr, 2003).  
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Major Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Based on this research and keeping Balance Theory, Impression Management Theory and the 

associative network in mind, this case study has conducted its own original research, which poses the 

following questions: 

Research Questions 

 Do consumers associate an organization’s brand with its partners (corporate or NPO)?  

 Based on cause-related marketing campaigns, how does the brand image of the 

corporation reflect on its partner?  

 Is there a difference between brand awareness the corporation receives versus its NPO 

partner during a cause-related marketing campaign? 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1: Consumers associate brands with its chosen cause-related marketing partner 

organization. 

Hypothesis 2: The corporation benefits more from the positive association of a cause-related 

marketing campaign than the NPO. 

Hypothesis 3: Overall, the corporation receives more brand awareness from consumers than the 

NPO during the campaign. 
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Methods: Interviews, Focus Groups and Online Survey 

For evaluation, the researcher undertook three original formative research methods: Interviews, 

focus groups and a comprehensive survey. To understand both perspectives of a cause-related marketing 

partnership (corporation and NPO) and to find out the real impact of branding, five one-on-one interviews 

were conducted with corporate and NPO representatives of existing cause-related marketing campaigns.  

Two cause-related marketing campaigns were chosen to focus on in the study in order have an 

insider look at both statewide and national cause-related marketing examples. These two campaigns were 

also chosen due to the convenience of finding sources to speak with. Using these two campaigns to discuss 

both in the interviews and focus groups allowed for a well-rounded observation of the overall campaign, 

from the perspectives of the NPO, corporation and the consumer. The two chosen campaigns included 

Outnumber Hunger, a partnership between General Mills and Feeding America and the HeatShare 

program, a partnership between The Salvation Army Northern Division and CenterPoint Energy.  

Campaign Examples 

Outnumber Hunger Campaign 

Outnumber Hunger is a purchase-trigger donation cause-related marketing campaign that in 2013 

is in its second year of adoption between General Mills and Feeding America. General Mills is a national 

food and beverage corporation that has been voted one of the world’s most ethical companies by the 

Ethisphere Institute (Ethisphere, 2011) and ranked high on attributes such as “makes communities a 

better place” and “cares about the issues that matter to me” in the World’s Most Powerful Brands Report 

(Badenhausen, 2012). That same report also indicates its brand value at $3.5 billion (Badenhausen, 2012).  
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Feeding America is a domestic hunger-relief charity (www.feedingamerica.org) and is listed at 

23rd overall for top nonprofit brands in America with its brand value sitting at $456 million (Cone 

Communications, 2009). Its brand image is ranked 48th out of the top 100 largest nonprofit brands. 

Feeding America, formerly America’s Second Harvest, operates more than 200 food banks and distributes 

more than three billion pounds of food throughout our nation every year (General Mills Corporate Social 

Responsibility Report, 2012).  

2013 marks the second year the NPO has teamed up with General Mills, using the Big Machine 

Label Group, a country music label, on the Outnumber Hunger campaign. For every product purchased 

showcasing the campaign, the consumer has until March 1, 2014 to go to outnumberhunger.com to enter 

the UPC code of the package and his or her ZIP code and General Mills will donate $.65 to Feeding America, 

which is enough to secure five meals to local food banks (Interview 1, personal communication, April 20, 

2013). General Mills will donate up to a total of $1,300,000 between March 2013 and March 2014. To 

increase engagement, packaging showcases popular country music artists and the Outnumber Hunger 

campaign logo on more than 70 million packages nationwide, including Nature Valley granola bars, Yoplait 

and Cheerios. In 2013 the campaign can be seen on twice as many products as 2012. Last year the 

campaign generated $1.6 million for local food banks. General Mills is a founder of Feeding America and 

has been a supporter of the organization for more than 30 years (General Mills Corporate Social 

Responsibility Report, 2012). 

HeatShare Campaign 

For 30 years, The Salvation Army Northern Division, an NPO serving people in need throughout 

Minnesota and North Dakota, has partnered with CenterPoint Energy, a national utility company, on its 

http://www.feedingamerica.org/#www.feedingamerica.org
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HeatShare program, a facilitated giving cause-related marketing campaign. The HeatShare program allows 

CenterPoint Energy customers to help pay utility bills for customers who otherwise cannot afford to 

(Interview 3, personal communication, April 29, 2013). The national office of The Salvation Army (which 

The Salvation Army Northern Division is a part) was ranked second overall with a brand value of $4.7 

billion and second in brand image (Cone Communications, 2009).  

CenterPoint Energy serves natural gas to more than 800,000 customers in Minnesota and 

promotes the program twice a year on customers’ monthly bills by asking if they would like to add an 

additional dollar amount to their bill to help pay for someone else’s utility bill that month. The Salvation 

Army Northern Division promotes the cause on its website with a donation page (Salvation Army, 2013). 

CenterPoint Energy (and various other utility companies) then writes The Salvation Army Northern 

Division a check for the amount donated, allowing The Salvation Army Northern Division to make the 

decision as to which families will be served (Interview 3, 2013). In 2013, the organizations celebrated their 

30th year of partnership with a large campaign around the HeatShare program in which they raised 

$31,869 and CenterPoint Energy matched that with a $30,000 contribution. In addition, CenterPoint 

Energy donates annually to The Salvation Army Northern Division. 

Interviews  

Corporate representatives from CenterPoint Energy and General Mills and their counterparts at 

The Salvation Army Northern Division and Feeding America were interviewed about their respective 

campaigns. In addition, a third party source, the Director of Media Relations at a national public relations 

and marketing agency who has worked on crisis communication plans dealing with cause-related 
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marketing partnerships, was interviewed. More specific information on the interviews can be found on 

page 17. 

Focus Groups 

The researcher conducted three separate focus groups of convenience samples to understand 

brand awareness from the NPO and corporation employee perspective during a cause-related marketing 

campaign. The groups were chosen on the assumption that NPO employees and corporate employees 

would have more bias toward their own chosen profession. Focus Group 1: National Corporation 

Employees who work on the business side of companies that participate in cause-related marketing; Focus 

Group 2: Average Consumers who work for small businesses or the operations side of corporations; and 

Focus Group 3: NPO Professionals who work for nonprofit organizations that may or may not necessarily 

be involved in cause-related marketing campaigns.  

The groups consisted of Twin Cities’ professionals (except for one participant in Focus Group 3 

who was from Cincinnati, OH) with ages ranging from 24 to 59-years-old. More specific information about 

the focus groups can be found on page 24.   

Consumer Survey 

Using information gathered from the interviews and the focus groups, an online survey was 

conducted to round out the quantitative research. To gain the average consumer perspective on cause-

related marketing campaigns, a 12-question online survey was created on SurveyTool.com and dispersed 

via email, Facebook, Twitter and specific LinkedIn Groups to gain feedback about cause-related marketing 

campaigns. The survey received 97 responses. More information about the survey can be found on page 

29. 
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Interviews 

Interview 1, Integrated Marketing Communications Planner, General Mills, Outnumber Hunger  

To find out information about cause-related marketing campaigns from the corporation’s 

perspective, an interview was conducted with Interview 1, Integrated Marketing Communications Planner 

at General Mills (See Appendix B).  

As part of an eight-person team at General Mills known as the “Power Events team,” Interview 1 

focuses on social platforms that also strengthen General Mills’ brands including education, children, 

women’s health and hunger. She works on the Outnumber Hunger campaign with Feeding America.  

In 2012 General Mills pledged $1 million in financial support to Hunger-Free Minnesota, an 

initiative that helps provide meals to hungry Minnesotans and includes Feeding America food banks, 

Hunger Solutions Minnesota and the Greater Twin Cities United Way. 

Interview 1 was chosen to interview because she is the lead at General Mills on this national cause-

related marketing campaign, which is still in its infancy, with 2013-2014 as its second year. The interview 

took place on April 20, 2013 and lasted approximately 45 minutes.  

Interview 2, Manager of Corporate Partnerships, Feeding America, Outnumber Hunger 

Feeding America partners with many different corporations for various cause-related marketing 

campaigns every year, currently (May 2013) Feeding America is partnering with 14 different corporations, 

including Kroger, Pepsi-Cola, SuperValue and General Mills on the Outnumber Hunger campaign 

(www.feedingamerica.org). Manager of Corporate Partnerships, Interview 2 (See Appendix C), is 

responsible for managing the team of relationship managers and managing her own cause-related 

marketing partnerships, which includes having the local food banks help activate and talk about the 

http://www.feedingamerica.org/
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Outnumber Hunger campaign. Her department raises nearly $60 million per year to help end hunger 

(Interview 2, personal communication, May 17, 2013).  

Interview 2 was interviewed from the NPO perspective on the Outnumber Hunger campaign. The 

interview took place on May 17, 2013 and lasted approximately 40 minutes.  

Interview 3, PR Director, Salvation Army Northern Division, HeatShare Program 

Interview 3, PR Director for The Salvation Army Northern Division (See Appendix D), was 

interviewed to gain insight from the NPO perspective in the HeatShare program, which has partnered with 

CenterPoint Energy for 30 years. She has worked for The Salvation Army Northern Division for 16 years 

and was chosen as an interviewee based on her experience with the program and understanding of how 

to continue a successful ongoing cause-related marketing campaign partnership. The interview took place 

on April 29, 2013 and lasted approximately 40 minutes. 

Interview 4, Director of Community Relations, CenterPoint Energy, HeatShare Program 

The counterpart to Interview 3 at CenterPoint Energy, was interviewed for the corporate 

perspective of the HeatShare program (See Appendix E). Interview 4 has worked for CenterPoint Energy 

in various positions, including HR, for 28 years. She has been working in Community Relations for the past 

five years. The interview took place on May 8, 2013 and lasted approximately 40 minutes. 

Interview 5, Director of Media Relations, Padilla Speer Beardsley, President of Minnesota PRSA, Third Party 

Perspective 
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Interview 5, the Director of Media Relations at Padilla Speer Beardsley (See Appendix F), a national 

marketing and public relations agency, was interviewed as a third party source. She was hired to help 

mitigate crisis communications at a large event put on by a controversial NPO and its corporate partners. 

Due to anonymity, Interview 5 was unable to discuss what specific event, NPO or corporate partners were 

involved in the crisis that took place at a major event regionally in 2011. False information was being 

spread via Facebook about where the profits for the event would be spent and she and her crisis 

communications team were called in to make sure the corporate partners were aware of the situation 

and to ensure their corporate reputation stayed intact before, during and after the event (Interview 5, 

personal communication, May 3, 2013). The interview took place on May 3, 2013 and lasted 

approximately 35 minutes.  

Theme: Protecting the Brand 

According to Interview 2, Feeding America’s strategy is very tied to its branding, having re-branded 

in 2008 from America’s Second Harvest to Feeding America and now tracking a 33% brand awareness. She 

says having the name “hunger” in the campaign, along with educating its corporate partners on the 

importance of the logo, and creating an action campaign where Feeding America asks all of its corporate 

partners to “go orange” are important brand attributes the organization tries to influence as much as 

possible. 

“We have brand awareness goals just like the company does. Sometimes depending on who you’re 

working with, because you’re the nonprofit, they may think you can change your color. We operate very 

similar to the company as well; we have to be mindful of how we’re presented in the market” (Interview 

2, 2013).  
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“They [potential corporate partners] look at the brand and they say, ‘they have a good brand’ and 

want to come alongside,” Interview 3 suggests that the NPO’s brand can be a selling point as well.  

Interview 5 indicates that in her particular example, associative network, which activates memory 

and draws links to related concepts, had the potential to work against the corporate partners and their 

brands, since consumers may have linked the bad publicity from the Facebook group back to the event 

sponsors. “For the business entities that were involved and stayed involved, there was concern if this is 

going to hurt my brand.” 

None of the business partners pulled out of the event, but Interview 5 said there was concern 

from the corporate partners that if they didn’t pull out, they would be inappropriately associated with the 

values of the partner nonprofit. An associative network interpretation of this partnership could suggest 

that the companies will be negatively impacted by the joint venture, due to the charity’s controversial 

recent history. Interview 5 indicated the corporations’ agreement on being part of the event was based 

on the community the event served, not necessarily because they agreed with the values of the nonprofit. 

Theme: Finding the Right Fit 

Throughout the interviews, the theme of “fit” was displayed, citing evidence that Balance Theory 

does comes into play—specifically from the NPOs who say that just because they’re perceived as tight for 

money doesn’t mean they’ll take whatever they can get. “We’re not going to be doing anything that’s 

public when it could be questionable,” said Interview 3, with The Salvation Army Northern Division.  
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Interview 2 echoes the same sentiment about Feeding America, “We do occasionally say no if it’s 

something that isn’t a great match for our brand. We don’t work with gambling or alcohol.” She says it 

also depends on timing with other campaigns they have in the market.  

According to Interview 4, CenterPoint Energy partners with organizations that “represent our core 

values and what we stand for. It’s core to our business, we know that we have customers that cannot 

afford to pay their bills.” 

For General Mills, it’s a very similar concept: choosing partners by looking at whether the NPO 

matches up with the mission of the company, “Our mission statement is, ‘Nourishing lives.’ Food nourishes 

you, education nourishes you. It’s more of an alignment of what our customers dictate,” said Interview 1. 

Theme: Goals and Differentiation 

Reputation of the corporation and awareness of the charity is a large factor in a successful 

partnership. Both corporate managers interviewed, from CenterPoint Energy and General Mills, indicate 

the partnership capitalizes on the expected positive consumer perception of its company (Ross, Patterson 

& Stutts, 1992) and reputation management. “We find it important to support hunger relief even if it 

didn’t return impressions in dollars of what we expected; it’s a cause that we as a company are passionate 

about. It goes back to corporate social responsibility” (Interview 1, personal communication, April 20, 

2013).  

According to Interview 3, with The Salvation Army Northern Division, CenterPoint Energy is gaining 

the reputation it seeks, “Their customers there go, ‘oh, I’m glad you’re someone who also gives back to 

the community.’ It’s a good brand connection for CenterPoint, too. People trust the Salvation Army.”  
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Interview 4, with CenterPoint Energy says the natural gas company’s strategy is two-fold, “We get 

paid. We are a direct benefactor with the program. Someone sees our name with HeatShare, they would 

associate us with helping others in need. It’s more a business objective. It’s a business investment. 

Strengthening our brand and our reputation in the community is number two (Interview 4, personal 

communication, May 8, 2013).   

According to Nowak & Washburn (2000), NPOs with a larger awareness may not gain as much 

benefit of the cause-related marketing campaign. But Interview 3 with The Salvation Army Northern 

Division disagrees, “So, an organization might say, ‘look what we did, we made sure that 5,000 children 

got coats in the Twin Cities.’ It looks good in the annual report each year. They know we’re always doing 

big things and they want to be a part of that.”  

Interviews 2 and 3 indicate that both of the cause-related marketing campaigns met their first 

order goals for taking part in the alliance (Runte, Basil & Deshapaande, 2009). For the HeatShare program, 

Interview 3 says it’s about providing public awareness, “They’re actively looking at a group of people we 

wouldn’t get to ask. What they were offering was talking to their customers; that was something we 

couldn’t do on our own.”  

Interview 2 says Feeding America is always looking for a mixture of both funding and brand 

awareness goals, which is why Feeding America includes a clause in their contracts that says for every $1 

invested in Feeding America, they’re spending $3 to talk about it (Interview 2, personal communication, 

2013). “Cause marketing is how we get to the masses because people aren’t going to give unless they 

know who we are and it introduces the public to our cause. We use it as a strategy to seek individual 

donors, so it’s a huge part of our culture, cause marketing,” said Interview 2. 
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Theme: Campaign Promotion Key to Success 

All four interviewees indicated that having a well thought-out strategy around the campaign was 

critical to success. For Feeding America, that meant previously teaming up with the Biggest Loser for a 

Pound-for-Pound national challenge as well as American Idol and also helping Hurricane Katrina victims. 

“It was the perfect storm of marketing, PR and public awareness, which allowed Feeding America to be 

one of the charities that people think of now,” said Interview 2.  

Feeding America and General Mills are now currently working with the Big Machine Label Group 

to promote the Outnumber Hunger campaign at national concerts and special television programming 

after the American County Music Awards, and utilizing celebrity program ambassadors. According to 

Interview 1, the program had 27 million media impressions only five days into its two-month campaign. 

“It shows the value of it when the people are investing and the companies are investing in those campaigns 

it shows a big jump in the market for us,” said Interview 2, with Feeding America. 

 For The Salvation Army, the 30-year partnership campaign promotion paid off big time this year. 

The three-day PR blitz included a kettle campaign at local Cub Food stores, radio spots and emailing 

CenterPoint Energy customers a video about the campaign advertising CenterPoint’s “Triple Match” of up 

to $30,000. “This is the first time we did a promotion that included social media, contacting customers via 

email address, radio, full cause-marketing campaign. We were very pleased with the results and had good 

visibility,” said Interview 4 with CenterPoint Energy.  
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Focus Groups 

The second type of quantitative research conducted was focus groups. Based on focus groups best 

practices according to Wimmer & Dominick (2011), three separate focus groups consisting of a 

convenience sample of four to five people per group were conducted. These small groups, with four, four 

and five participants, respectively, allowed the researcher to achieve a level of in-depth conversation with 

focus group members. Within these smaller groups, individuals would have more time to share their 

opinions and build upon each other’s responses. While understanding the results of a focus group are not 

generalizable to the public at large, the researcher determined that this method, which screened each 

focus group member and allowed organic discussion on an issue all of the participants had been exposed 

to, would be a great method to better understand one’s associations and brand awareness based on his 

or her potential previous bias due to their employment at a nonprofit or corporation. The screening 

requirements varied for each focus group, which are mentioned below.   

The focus groups were solicited via email (See Appendix G) and facilitated by the researcher. Each 

group was audio recorded with the verbal consent of the participants. The participants were guided 

through an introductory script (See Appendix H) and a series of questions designed to elicit commentary 

and insights into cause-related marketing partnerships. The question format was designed in a reverse 

pyramid style with the idea of beginning with broad, general questions as a way to ease into the 

discussion. Questions gradually became more focused on the opinions and experiences that relate more 

specifically to the purpose of this study: brand awareness based on cause-related marketing campaigns. 

When probed, all of the participants could give an example of a cause-related marketing partnership they 
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were familiar with. Based on data from the first focus group, questions were tailored for the second and 

third groups for a more focused discussion. 

Focus Group 1: National Corporation Employees 

The first focus group met in a meeting room at a St. Paul coffee shop on Sunday, April 28, 2013 

(See Appendix I). The convenience sample consisted of three females and one male. Beverages and 

homemade chocolate chip cookies were brought in as an incentive to participate. The four participants 

were screened and chosen due to their employment at a national corporation in the Twin Cities. 

Participants ranged in age from 27 to 43 with years of experience working for a corporation between four 

and 16 years. Job titles included sales director, marketing manager, financial analyst and human resources 

generalist. To prime the participants for discussion, they were told via email only that, “our time together 

will consist of asking a variety of questions on cause-related marketing and having organic discussion 

about the issue at hand.” The focus group lasted approximately 60 minutes.  

Focus Group 2: Average Consumers 

The second focus group met at the St. Paul home of the researcher on Sunday, April 28, 2013 (See 

Appendix J). Holding the group at the researcher’s home was intentional as it would create a familiar and 

comforting environment to a subject that the average consumer may not have prior knowledge of. The 

convenience sample consisted of two females and two males and free pizza and beverages were used as 

an incentive to participate. These four were screened and chosen due to the fact that they’ve never 

worked for a corporation or nonprofit on the business side, thus dubbed the “average consumer.” 
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Participants ranged in age from 29 to 59 and held job titles such as commercial pilot, private pilot, interior 

designer and floral designer. The focus group lasted approximately 65 minutes. 

Focus Group 3: NPO Professionals 

The third focus group met in a conference room on the University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus 

on Wednesday, May 1, 2013 (See Appendix K). The convenience sample consisted of five females. The 

women were screened and chosen due to their employment and experience working for nonprofits, 

whether small or large. Participants ranged in age from 24 to 57 with years of experience working for a 

nonprofit spanning two to 15 years. Job titles included accountant, integrated marketing manager, 

administrative assistant and online communications manager. The focus group lasted approximately 60 

minutes. 

Each focus group was given the same examples of cause-related marketing campaigns: The 

HeatShare program (as explained on page 14) and a cause-related marketing campaign between Cheerios 

and The American Heart Association. To discuss the latter campaign, participants were shown a Cheerios 

box indicating a cause-related marketing campaign between General Mills and the American Heart 

Association, where for each box of Cheerios purchased between January 4, 2013 and January 31, 2014, 

General Mills donates $1 to the American Heart Association when the 10-digit UPC code of the package is 

typed into a website online. General Mills will donate up to a total of $100,000.  
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Theme: Corporations Achieve Positive Association 

When discussing the cause-related marketing campaign, Diana (Average Consumer) said the 

Cheerios and AHA partnership was associated with more positive awareness for Cheerios. “I think of this 

as something nice that General Mills is doing…they’re giving it to the AHA, which is obviously reputable.”  

NPO Professional Nicole echoed the sentiment saying the partnership “tends to have a more 

positive implication immediately for the company” and the NPO takes on more of the risk associated with 

it. However, as the participants in Focus Group 2 (Average Consumers) read more of the fine print of the 

box, sentiments toward Cheerios grew dim as they questioned why such a large corporation would only 

give up to $100,000 if consumers have a year to type in their UPC to donate $1.00. Their attitude shifted 

toward aligning positive awareness with the NPO, “The American Heart Association is probably like, ‘well, 

what do we have to lose?’ we need the $100,000,” said Johann (Average Consumer).   

Both comments indicate agreement with Ross, Patterson & Stutts’ 2009 findings that by 

partnering with an NPO consumers believe the corporation is socially responsible.   

Vince (Average Consumer) indicated that after finding out the Salvation Army was involved in the 

HeatShare program, he saw both the NPO and corporate partner in a more positive light. “It portrays 

caring—for the company and the nonprofit. It shows The Salvation Army does more than bell-ringing, so 

it’s smart they would get involved in this.” 

When asked directly about whether a corporation or the NPO gains the most benefit of the 

campaign, responses were mixed. “I suspect the corporation does or they wouldn’t be doing it. They’re 

getting new customers or it’s a feel good situation,” indicated Kay (NPO Professional). Yet Brianna, from 
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the same focus group (NPO Professionals) disagreed, “marketing is really expensive, so to put your name 

on something that’s so well-known, I think that’s almost invaluable in some ways.”  

NPO Professionals also argue that the NPO is gaining just as much benefit from the partnership, if 

not brand awareness. “Nonprofits get a lot of benefit financially, but it takes a lot of manpower,” said 

Nicole (NPO Professional).  

National Corporation Employees indicated that the partnership is a good way to get exposure, 

helping their brand reputation. Kate M. (National Corporation Employee), an employee of General Mills, 

says the partnership with American Heart Association adds to General Mills’ credibility. Kate S. (National 

Corporation Employee) echoed that it allows the public to view the corporation as “more than just a 

money-making machine.” 

Theme: Taking the Blame 

Focus Group 1 (National Corporation Employees) automatically placed blame on the corporation 

during a hypothetical negative association of a cause-related marketing campaign when the following 

question was posed, “Let’s hypothetically say there was some sort of PR disaster between General Mills 

and the American Heart Association and it’s in your mind, you hear it on the news, something happened. 

Would you put that negative aspect on both the American Heart Association and Cheerios—or one over 

the other?”  

As soon as the question was asked, Jeff (National Corporation Employee) jumped to the following 

conclusion, “for me it would just be the one because it would come out and say, ‘General Mills is hiring 

illegal people to make Cheerios.’ I would separate them.” Kate S. (National Corporation Employee) 
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indicated she would put the higher expectation on the corporation because they have the resources and 

the manpower to mitigate an issue, something an NPO may not necessarily have. 

 Jeff’s automatic drawing of the conclusion that General Mills would be to blame was the opposite 

reaction of both Focus Group 2 (Average Consumers) and Focus Group 3 (NPO Professionals), who asked 

for the researcher to better define what type of hypothetical situation it would be.  Six out of the nine 

average consumers and NPO professionals said it would depend on who was the initial culprit of the 

negative press.  

Additional findings show that if a cause-related marketing campaign is active and consumers 

aren’t loyal to the branded product, the purchase decision is made based on the nonprofit or cause 

associated with it. Focus group members from all three groups indicated they’re likely to buy a product 

that benefits a charity if it meets these criteria: 1.) They are familiar with it. 2.) It is a reputable 

organization. 3.) They have a favorable opinion of that organization. 

However, all of the participants indicated they would still buy their favorite brand if no cause was 

promoted on that product, but was promoted on alternative brands. This indicates that a cause-related 

marketing campaign could be a tool to attract new customers or potential customers who may be on the 

fence, as long as the potential customer recognized the charity it benefits and thought favorably of it. 

Survey 

As this paper’s qualitative form of research, an online survey was conducted to the general public 

based on information gathered from the interviews and focus groups. The survey was housed on 

SurveyTool.com and was disseminated (See Appendix M) to the researcher’s personal and professional 
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network through email, Facebook, Twitter and specific LinkedIn groups, including the Minnesota Council 

for Nonprofits, the American Marketing Association and the Strategic Communication Alumni Group for 

the School of Journalism and Mass Communication at the University of Minnesota. When posted on social 

media sites and through email, it was marketed as a survey about cause-related marketing and/or 

marketing on the products you buy.   

The survey (See Appendix L) was available to participate in May 14 – May 23, 2013. Ninety-seven 

respondents with ages ranging from 23 to 75 representing 12 states in total (California, Illinois, Indiana, 

Louisiana, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina and Virginia) took the 

survey. On SurveyTool.com, the number of surveys allowed at the researcher’s membership level was 

capped at 100. The questions consisted of multiple choice, short answer and rating scale questions. The 

rating scale questions helped decipher the level of importance, likelihood and agreement of the 

participant’s opinion on the subject. The majority of participants (90%) had a Bachelor’s degree or higher.  

Survey Highlights  

More than 95% of respondents recalled donating to a nonprofit organization; 61% of those could 

name a company or brand that supports a particular nonprofit or cause. Of that number, 74% were able 

to name both the brand and the cause.  

What partnership comes to mind? 

Yoplait and breast cancer – 10 responses 

TOMS Shoes “One for One” campaign – 8 responses 

Newman’s Own – 6 responses 
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Other responses included: McDonald’s and the Ronald McDonald House; Patagonia and Our 

Commons Waters; Target and schools; Dairy Queen and the Children’s Miracle Network and several 

others. 

When asked to name the last brand they bought in which they can recall a nonprofit tied to it, only 

28% could list a company or brand, the majority could not, indicating they either do not buy products 

containing a cause-related marketing campaign or the name of the NPO associated is unknown or 

unremembered. 

The following charts represent highlights from the given online survey. 

  

53%
23%

20%

Which partner comes to mind first in a CRM campaign?

Corporate Brand Nonprofit Don't know
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 The second chart echoes the sentiment of the focus group participants: They’re brand loyal first. 

When they are purchasing a product that they have no preference in brand, they’re more likely to 

purchase one that has a cause associated with it—only if they are familiar with that cause already. The 

last chart supports those claims where in each category the survey respondent was more likely to buy a 

product promoting a cause if they (and the public) were familiar with it and it was visible in the 

marketplace. This implies the need for NPOs to already have a place in the market before attempting a 

cause-related marketing campaign.  

 In the below charts, respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement with the chart 

title using a rating scale of 1-7 with 1 being strongly disagree and 7 being strongly agree. 
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 When the question was posed for the nonprofit (second chart) “doing it for awareness” scored 

highest with a 6.28 out of 7. This score argues that consumers view nonprofits as getting involved in a 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Socially responsible - 5.23

Making a smart business move - 5.23

Doing it for awarness- 5.08

Doing it for the money - 3.41

When a specific brand teams up with a nonprofit, I feel 
that the BRAND is...

1 - Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 6  - Strongly agree
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Socially responsible - 4.75

Making a smart business move - 6.01

Doing it for awareness - 6.28

Doing it for the money - 6.01

When a specific brand teams up with a nonprofit, I feel 
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cause-related marketing campaign for better awareness vs. its corporate partners (which scored 1.23 

points lower when asked this same question). Following closely behind were “making a smart business 

move” and “doing it because they need the money”; both scoring 6.01.  

It comes as no surprise that NPOs were perceived as taking part in the campaign more so because 

they need the money versus its corporate alliance, which scored a low 3.41 in the same category. 

Interestingly, NPOs scored lower in being perceived as “socially responsible” versus their corporate 

counterparts. This indicates that consumers put more positive emphasis in the socially responsible 

category on the corporation verses the NPO.  

 When asked to rate their level of agreement based on “when a nonprofit and a corporation 

partner together, the corporation gets more brand awareness…83% somewhat agreed, agreed or strongly 

agreed. When asked to rate their level of agreement based on “when a nonprofit and a corporation 

partner together, the nonprofit gets more brand awareness…81% somewhat agreed, agreed or strongly 

agreed. This particular question and its validity will be discussed further in the Limitations section.  

Additional Survey Comments 

Sixteen survey respondents left additional comments for the researcher about cause-related 

marketing campaigns they’ve encountered. One respondent described the need for the right “fit” in 

partnerships, “I think cause-related campaigns are a win-win, provided they have some sort of link with 

the product.” Another respondent echoed the thought, “It really undermines the nonprofit's message to 

partner with a business and product that are counter to the nonprofit's mission.” 
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Some were cheerleaders about cause-related marketing campaigns: “I believe brands who partner 

with a nonprofit are forming a win-win relationship. The brand appears to be more socially responsible 

(even if only a minimal amount is actually going to the nonprofit), while the nonprofit gets money and 

recognition it may not otherwise attain without a big name.” 

Others argued they watch their money wisely, “smart consumers are aware of how they spend a 

dollar whether it is an individual, personal product OR if they are giving money to a community good (i.e. 

the non-profit). In short, I do my research before donating.” 

Results  

Research Questions 

  Do consumers associate an organization’s brand with its partners (corporate or NPO)? Based on 

cause-related marketing campaigns, how does the brand image of the corporation reflect on its partner? 

Is there a difference between brand awareness the corporation receives versus its NPO partner during a 

cause-related marketing campaign? These research questions were answered more specifically through 

the hypotheses.  

Hypothesis 1: Consumers associate brands with its chosen cause-related marketing partner 

organization: Mixed support 

To determine support for Hypothesis 1, only results from the focus groups and survey were 

studied, as information from the interviews would not help make the argument; none of the interviewees 

were being interviewed as average consumers. Results from comments during the focus groups show 

mixed support for Hypothesis 1.  
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After showing each focus group a Cheerios box with the AHA campaign promotion and a regular 

Cheerios box without a promotion, all of the participants, except one in Focus Group 1 (National 

Corporation Employees), indicated that they likely would not recall what cause was associated with 

Cheerios the next time they picked up their box. However, it was pointed out in Focus Group 2 (Average 

Consumers) that if the cause was so highly visible, such as a bright pink box of Cheerios for breast cancer 

awareness, then they would likely have that recollection.  

The example of the HeatShare program also did not support this hypothesis. Participants in the 

Average Consumers Focus Group 2 had either not heard of the program at all or they assumed it was just 

an initiative with CenterPoint Energy and didn’t realize that The Salvation Army was the other driver.   

Survey results offer mixed support for the hypothesis. Sixty-one percent or, the majority of 

respondents, could name a cause-related marketing campaign, and of that number, 74% accurately 

named both the brand and the cause. When asked which partner came to mind first in the campaign they 

listed, 53% said the company or brand came to mind first, 23% said the nonprofit came to mind first; 20% 

said they didn’t know.  

While direct support couldn’t be indicated from the interviews, finding the right “fit” for each 

organization was seen as critical. Similar sentiments were brought up in the focus groups and survey 

respondents. Because the Salvation Army’s values fit well with CenterPoint Energy’s values, both 

representatives from the organizations indicated they felt the campaign was successful. This was also 

echoed by Interview 1 with General Mills and became a contention point that Padilla Speer Beardsley and 

Interview 5’s team had to mitigate in its anonymous example, where it can be inferred that the corporate 
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partners were concerned that the negative publicity on the event they were participating in may reflect 

poorly on their own business. 

Hypothesis 2: The corporation benefits more from the positive association of a cause-related marketing 

campaign than the NPO: Mostly supported 

Hypothesis 2, which indicates that the corporation benefits more from the positive association of 

a cause-related marketing campaign than an NPO, was mostly supported. Through the points of view on 

the interviews about the Outnumber Hunger campaign and HeatShare program, both corporate 

interviews (Interviews 1 and 4) indicated that positive association and alignment of their companies’ 

mission and core values helped create a successful campaign. From the NPO perspective, there was a 

positive association as well, with both NPO interviews (Interviews 2 and 3) indicating the campaigns 

helped achieve their first order goals of brand or public awareness and fundraising (Runte, Basil & 

Deshapaande, 2009). However, this should be looked into further because of Interview 5’s example, which 

offers the idea of a cause-related marketing campaign that had more of a negative association and 

because of the fact that no quantitative evidence was provided in her example. All of the other 

interviewees—NPO and corporate—were generally pleased with the success of the campaign, which can 

infer that on an individual basis they believe their company and brand received a position association from 

being involved in the cause-related marketing campaign.  

 All of the focus groups supported Hypothesis 2. Focus Groups 2 (Average Consumers) and 3 (NPO 

Professionals) indicated that in both campaign examples (HeatShare and General Mills’ & AHA), the 

corporation looks like it cares and projected positive feelings toward the corporations, indicating Ross, 

Patterson & Stutts’ 2009 findings that a partnership with an NPO draws positive consumer feelings are 
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also supported. Focus Group 1 (National Corporation Employees) also supports this hypothesis using an 

inverse example of a negative association, which may imply that while corporations may benefit from 

positive campaign association, they may also be the brunt of negative association. 

Survey results were mostly in favor of supporting the hypothesis. When respondents were asked 

to indicate their level of agreement with “when a specific brand teams up with a nonprofit organization I 

feel that the BRAND is… ”socially responsible” and “making a smart business move” both scored 5.23 on 

the 7-point scale, indicating a stronger agreement. When the same question was asked for the nonprofit, 

being “socially responsible” scored almost .5 points lower, which indicates that consumers put more 

positive emphasis in the socially responsible category on the corporation versus the NPO. 

Overall, consumers scored NPOs ¾ a point higher than brands in agreement of “making a smart 

business move,” and a full point higher in “doing it for awareness.” These scores indicate the NPO is 

benefiting from the partnership as well. The level of agreement as to who receives more brand awareness 

in a cause-related marketing campaign was statistically equal, with the corporation at 83% somewhat, 

agreeing or strongly agreeing and the NPO at 81%.However, the validity of this question is discussed under 

Limitations. 

Hypothesis 3: Overall, the corporation receives more brand awareness from consumers than the NPO 

during the campaign: Supported 

Overall there was success for both sides—NPOs and corporations—of the cause-related marketing 

campaign examples used in this study (HeatShare and Outnumber Hunger), however Hypothesis 3 is 

supported. During the interviews, NPO perspectives (Interviews 2 and 3) indicate The Salvation Army 
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Northern Division and Feeding America were able to be more visible during campaign promotion and 

pushes. Feeding America indicated its brand awareness was sitting steady at 33%. Interview 4 said 

anecdotally that CenterPoint Energy also saw an increase in awareness with community mentions and TV 

coverage, however, initial results of community involvement scores had gone down during campaign time, 

according to a J.D. Powers Survey.  

Interview 4 said that CenterPoint Energy’s main objective was to help its customers, with 

“reputation management” following as a close second. Interview 1, from General Mills, indicated that 

supporting corporate social responsibility was key to their campaign objectives. Both campaigns are 

continue to thrive each year, inferring both parties are achieving success in the form of brand awareness.  

All three focus groups supported Hypothesis 3.  Participants from each focus group indicated that 

their allegiance is tied first and foremost to the brand they purchase. Charity or cause is something they 

donate to more purposefully. In addition, higher expectations were put on the corporation for the 

campaign, which indicates which name comes to mind first. NPO Professionals were the only focus group 

to take the position that NPOs do receive a benefit from the partnership that, as one participant put it, 

“invaluable.”  

Survey results also show support that the corporation receives more brand awareness from 

consumers during the campaign. When asked which partner came to mind first in the cause-related 

marketing campaign they listed, 53% said the company or brand came to mind first; only 23% said the 

nonprofit came to mind first; 20% said they didn’t know. Survey results also supported the findings in the 

focus groups that charity is oftentimes a more purposeful donation. Nearly 60% said it’s somewhat 

important, important or very important to be familiar with the NPO when purchasing a cause-related 
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marketing product. This indicates consumers’ allegiance to the brand vs. the cause. In addition, survey 

respondents indicated that both corporations and NPOs receive the same level of brand awareness during 

a campaign.   

Discussion 

The success of cause-related marketing campaigns and the answer to “whose brand benefits” 

depends on who you ask. The corporation and NPO that enter into a partnership are both looking to get 

something out of it, and, in almost every situation, that “something” is very different. Sometimes the focus 

may be brand awareness, or reputation management, or simply the original cause-related marketing 

cause: to raise more funds for the charity and help “do better by doing good.” The findings of the present 

research indicate mixed feelings on who comes out on top in a cause-related marketing campaign.  

Based on the research, there was mixed support for Hypothesis 1. The focus groups indicated that 

they likely wouldn’t recall the partner organization unless it was an overt, highly visible message. The 

example given was a bright pink box of Cheerios for breast cancer awareness. This insight could lead to a 

completely separate research project about the importance of visibility in the marketplace for NPOs.  

Yet, survey results indicated that nearly ¾ of those who could recall a cause-related marketing 

campaign could name both the company or brand and the cause or nonprofit associated with it. When 

asked which came to mind first more than half indicated the brand. More research should be conducted.  

While the discussion of “fit” with interviewees helped support Hypothesis 1, there is not sufficient 

evidence to utilize this information since it is not from a consumer’s perspective. However, the importance 
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of strategically choosing your campaign partner cannot be ignored, which is why it has been a part of 

previous research.  

 Overall, Hypothesis 2 was slightly supported. The corporation came top of mind for each of the 

examples given throughout the research with a positive association attached to it. All of the interviewees 

from both campaigns indicated they received positive association from the campaign.  

The focus groups supported this hypothesis as oftentimes corporations were the only partner in 

the campaign that consumers would recall in the focus groups. The only time that the corporation did not 

come to mind first was in the case of the breast cancer awareness cause. Participants indicated that you’re 

inundated with “pink things” for breast cancer awareness, so it was hard to recall what product is 

promoting it, but they’re aware of what the cause is. This is a potential important observation for NPOs 

to make note of to help increase their positive brand awareness in the future. 

 Survey results indicated a tie between whether the NPO or corporation receives more brand 

awareness, though corporations did get the upper hand when asked about how who comes out as more 

socially responsible.  

Hypothesis 3 was found to be mostly supported. For the interviewees, it depended on the goals 

of the campaign for the partners involved, indicating corporations may favor reputation management and 

how it looks on their corporate social responsibility scale, rather than public brand awareness.  

Participants from each focus group indicated that their allegiance is tied first and foremost to the 

brand they purchase and charity or cause is something they donate to more purposefully on their own, 

thus offering greater brand awareness to the corporation, not the NPO. Survey results indicated that the 
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corporation is front of mind when thinking about cause-related marketing campaigns, based on the high 

percentage who could name the brand but not the cause associated with it. More than 50% also indicated 

the company’s brand came to mind first before the NPO when remembering the first cause-related 

marketing example that comes to mind.  

While the research thus far has not lead to any major conclusions, it’s interesting to note the 

underlying bias from the perspectives of corporate and NPO professionals in the focus groups, which is 

precisely the reason the researcher separated the groups. Focus Group 2 (NPO Professionals) agreed that 

the campaign gave them brand awareness, similarly, Focus Group 1 (National Corporate Employees) 

indicated it shed a positive light on to their company as well, but of course, as stated, these aren’t mutually 

exclusive. In order to help bring together a more cohesive picture as to whose brand benefits more 

consumer research must be conducted. 

Limitations 

This study was designed to discuss the broad generalization of cause-related marketing 

campaigns. While the findings are adequate, it would be wise to have had more of a particular focus about 

the type of cause-related marketing campaign that a consumer would encounter (such as a purchase-

trigger donation or facilitated giving) to better answer the question whether brand awareness was 

affected.  

The researcher attempted to get a product showcasing the Outnumber Hunger campaign for use 

in the focus group, but was unable to find one in stores. 
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There was limited access to public records for tested brand awareness for the studied campaigns 

and some of the interviewees weren’t able to provide that information or simply didn’t want to. Subjects 

interviewed were limited with public information they would share regarding future strategy and past 

failures.  

Due to time and money restraints, convenience samples were used in the focus groups and, to 

some extent, the online survey. The results shouldn’t be generalized to the public at large. All of the focus 

group participants except for one lived in the Twin Cities, which may indicate that their opinions are 

influenced by their environment. Many of the focus group participants skewed young and female and 

were personal acquaintances of the researcher. The examples of cause-related marketing campaigns used 

in the focus groups were also very limited in nature.  

With a response of 97 respondents, the results of the online survey may not be statistically valid 

because of the randomness of selection and response and therefore may not conclusively prove anything. 

However, there is still enough data to gain insights and correlations, but the results shouldn’t be 

generalized to the public at large.   

The online survey asked respondents to rate their level of agreement based on the following 

questions, “when a nonprofit and a corporation partner together, the corporation gets more brand 

awareness…” and “when a nonprofit and a corporation partner together, the nonprofit gets more brand 

awareness…” These questions may have had a different outcome if the question was worded differently. 

It should have been made clearer to the reader by stating, “When a nonprofit and a corporation partner 

together, the corporation gets more brand awareness than the nonprofit” and “when a nonprofit and a 
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corporation partner together, the nonprofit gets more brand awareness than the corporation.” If it was 

worded in this way it likely would have not had the same scoring outcome.  

Recommendations 

More research should be conducted that focuses on one specific aspect of cause-related 

marketing to be able to more thoroughly understand and test consumers’ perceptions. This may include 

going on a shop-along with consumers to take in what cause-related marketing campaigns, if any, catch 

their eye. 

The reason the researcher focused solely on two specific examples (HeatShare and Outnumber 

Hunger/American Heart Association) in the interviews and focus groups was to ensure she received 

opinions from both sides of the campaigns, from the corporation and nonprofit perspectives. By asking 

the survey participants (average consumers) to name cause-related marketing campaigns they’re familiar 

with without prompting them with a real example, additional cause-related marketing examples were 

brought into play. With more time and resources, the next step would be to confirm the existing results 

by studying additional campaigns.   

Additional findings show that if a cause-related marketing campaign is active and consumers 

aren’t loyal to the branded product, the purchase decision is made based on the nonprofit or cause 

associated with it, if they’re aware of the organization, it’s reputable and they have a favorable opinion of 

it. This insight could allow more NPOs who have brand awareness (see Cone Communications, 2009), the 

opportunity to attract new customers by making sure their public awareness and market visibility is rather 

high.   
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Based on this insight, future research should be conducted regarding brand awareness and 

visualization tests. A few examples were brought up in Focus Group 2 of a bright pink breast cancer 

awareness cereal box or Delta pilot wearing a purple tie for Alzheimer’s—very overt and in your face—

which could potentially provide more successful positive brand awareness toward the NPO in the 

consumers’ eyes and a larger public awareness, which, according to the survey, influences purchasing 

behavior in cause-related marketing.  Interview 2 indicated they’re working on something similar with the 

color orange for Feeding America to help increase its brand awareness. This idea could be looked into 

further by utilizing the Impression Management Theory and associative network. Using the recent 

“Psychology of Color” article (WebPageFX, 2013), analyzing branding and the importance of their color 

choice could help NPO brands reach their awareness potential.  

Conclusion 

Without a direct connection to the consumer, NPOS have a large barrier to overcome to achieve brand 

awareness in the consumer’s eyes. By creating a visual and visible brand presence, the odds are better in 

their favor of getting noticed and more familiar to the potential funder. It also takes strategy by teaming 

up with the right partner. Research in this paper shows most consumers are loyal to their given brands.  If 

an NPO does its homework to find out what type of products its target audience is purchasing, and then 

partners with that product on a repeated cause-related marketing campaign, they’ll be reaching the brand 

zealots of the product and their own potential funders. Conversely, if a consumer is not keen on one 

particular brand, NPOs can benefit of visual brand imaging to help NPO brands find their way into 

consumers’ eyes and wallets.   
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Appendix B 

Interview 1 

General Mills Integrated Marketing Communications Planner 

Outnumber Hunger Campaign 

April 29, 2013 10 – 10:45 a.m. 

Interview 1 is an Integrated Marketing Communications Planner and has been working with General Mills 

for more than five years holding positions in sales, brand marketing, customer experience and brand 

experience. 

Q: Tell me a little bit about the Outnumber Hunger campaign. 

A: We started working on this project—Outnumber Hunger, and it came about very quickly. There were 

two retailers who signed up to do it in Year 1—Wal-Mart and Sam’s. I worked on it from the customer 

side, building the program. They rotated me onto the national team and I’ve been on it for seven months 

now where my only job is to work on Outnumber Hunger. 

They created the platform for Outnumber Hunger last year. Our in-store activation started 4/15 and goes 

through 5/19, which will be the end of year 2. My group is called the “Power Events” team, which is 

essentially what proprietary platforms could we make out of our company that make our brands stronger 

and align with corporate social responsibility? So, we have things like Box Tops; Save Lids, Save Lives. As a 

team, collectively we focus on platforms but still strengthen our brands—education and children, hunger, 

those types of things.  

We don’t call it ‘cause marketing,’ we just call it Power Events. Brand teams have their own causes and 

issues they get behind. The Green Giant team also supports an anti-bullying campaign, something they 

drive themselves and it’s cause-related, USO initiative. As a company we’ve really gotten behind box tops, 

breast cancer, women’s health and hunger. I don’t know what the thought is behind that. Food is such a 

natural connection for us. Box Tops started out as a sales incentive program in California. Twenty-seven 

years ago, a sales rep started a program out there, rebranded it, and rethought it: By purchasing products 

you’d support your school. Within the first few years we realized our consumers tell us what should be 

important. Our mission statement is, “Nourishing lives.” Food nourishes you, education nourishes you. It’s 

more of an alignment of what our customers dictate. 

Q: How long have you been partnering with Outnumber Hunger? How long does the contest last? Why 

Outnumber Hunger? 
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A: I wasn’t on the team when they formed their partnership with Feeding America. The platform is a 

partnership with Feeding America and Big Machine Label Group, which signed artists such as Tim McGraw, 

Taylor Swift, The Band Perry. Someone who worked at General Mills had a connection to BMLG. We need 

people who care about this platform. As you look at the country music segment, that demographic is very 

loyal to country music, they have a lot of same attributes in people who care about the program. 

General Mills was a founding partner of Feeding America because we supported them as a customer for 

so long. BMLG brings awareness and reach to consumers. Artists are on our packages—there are 70 

million packages nationwide with Outnumber Hunger—The Band Perry is our lead artist this year. Last 

year it was Rascal Flatts. Some of the packages with our campaign on it are: Nature Valley granola bars, 

Yoplait, Cheerios—we have the artists on there, they are helping drive the engagement with Outnumber 

Hunger. You just enter the code online and help secure five meals. Enter your ZIP code and every time you 

enter at outnumberhunger.com, five meals go to a local food bank in your area.  

Q: What were your results last year? 

A: The results were great. It speaks volumes. As I look at this year, we doubled participation within our 

building. Brand teams sign up to be a part of these events. We went from having 36 different brands to 

97 this year. We increased products in market “pack out”—the actual number of boxes in market the 

market from 40 million to 70 million this year. The awareness and building a platform has been great. 

We’ve seen lots of PR pickup. There was a two-hour TV special that aired after the ACMs. It aired on TV, 

will continue to air on TV throughout April and May. What we’re seeing for pickup and what we’re seeing 

involved this year. We’re building awareness and we still are, but people wanting to engage with it in the 

way they are. We have an ambassador program this year with Ryan Seacrest, Dan Rather, Molly Sims. 

People view it as a hunger relief program they want to engage in.  

For BMLG, we’re the only CCP they’re working with on a project like this. Feeding America is the 

beneficiary on many hunger programs, supporting a lot of other CCP and retailer hunger. With Outnumber 

Hunger there are no other beneficiaries of it. No other manufacturers.  

Q: Why was this partnership something you wanted to get involved in?  

A: Our mission is that we want to be the hunger relief program people recognize, support and actively try 

to engage in. Radio is extremely loyal if you’re looking to build awareness. Well over 100 radio stations 

that have signed up. They talk about Outnumber Hunger and give out codes on air. This is all free. We 

want to help raise the awareness and drive the engagement. Doing that through food bank visits with 

artists, through radio, help, give donations to food banks and help drive retail engagement. The Band 

Perry is our lead group this year and they released a new album—integrated it into Street Week, 

integration with The View. They went home and played a free concert for entire community. It was a huge 
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concert that aired on TV. There’s a college campus program with 200 college campuses activating. 

Products are Outnumber Hunger products. It’s a specific donation to Feeding America.  

Q: Is this an ongoing partnership that’s set for a certain amount of years or are you on a yearly contract, 

or how does that work? 

A: In general, General Mills sets up yearly contracts. 

Q: Have you measured the awareness this campaign has brought to your brands?  

A: We’re not at a point yet where we’ve measured what it does for our brands. It’s hard to know. We track 

PR and media impressions. Right now the program just started five days ago on shelves. Prior to that point, 

we know we are north of 27 million media impressions for this program this year alone. We know how 

many people we’re reaching through radio. We’re aware of how many consumers it’s reaching—but we 

haven’t done any testing on is it elevating our brand or our thoughts of us. We will look at that at some 

point; obviously you need to know what’s working for you, etc. 

There’s ROI that’s tangible and ROI that’s intangible, and to some extent with this program, we find it 

important to support hunger relief even if it didn’t return impressions in dollars of what we expected.  It’s 

a cause that we as a company are passionate about. 

As a company, this is our first activation of this scale around hunger. Brand teams have supported hunger-

related causes, but on a scale of significance, no. 

Q: Why do you think this partnership was chosen over the many other nonprofit partnerships that you 

could have had? 

A: As a company it’s very much driven in who they hire. Well above 90% of our employees regularly 

volunteer outside work time. It’s something pretty well engrained in our culture. Supporting cause-related 

initiative is something I feel like when I started is very much a part of who we are. I came from nonprofit, 

which is really important to me. In part that was a piece of why it felt right being there. We’ve donated 

somewhere around $210 million in food to them in previous years. We’re the largest corporation to 

donate to them at least every year and there’s a very big focus on that. This week at work was our 

volunteer week and they even give out a VanGuard volunteer award. I was the recipient one year. We’re 

very focused on corporate social responsibility and very much driven by our leadership and the people we 

hire. 

Q: Is there a specific ROI goal that General Mills has placed on this particular campaign? 
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A: I’m not aware of a margin we place on it. There are multiple shareholders; the community is one that 

invests in your business. We have to be mindful of our shareholders; that’s pretty front of mind. We’re 

very thoughtful about how we spend our money and making sure we support our platform and our plan.  

Q: How much of a partnership is the campaign? How often are you working with your counterparts at 

Feeding America? 

A: I talk to Feeding America every day during the year. We work very close with them. We work extremely 

close with them in driving their plans and how we want it to look. We need the partnership of Feeding 

America to drive of what really is going to work. Their network of food shelves, staying close with them 

on expectations, what is going on at the food banks is important to us, every program element from 

banner ad to box to press release, Feeding America sees every single one of them. Me and another guy 

work exclusively on the program all the time. I talk to my contact over there every single day. 

Setting the strategy, goals, and the tone of program is a collaboration between the partners. We use 

agencies to make the creative and go from there through the vetting process. We go to PR agency and 

digital teams—work with agencies, but the tone, strategy and big things we set and have the final say on. 

My counterpart is the VP of Communications at Feeding America.  

There are margins and deliverables, I think we’re meeting them but it goes back to corporate social 

responsibility. It’s a good space to be in and you will continue to see it grow. We’ll build it over the next 

years.  
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Appendix C 

Interview 2, Feeding America, Managing Director of Corporate Partnerships 

Outnumber Hunger Campaign 

May 17, 2013 9:30 – 10:10 a.m. 

Interview 2 is the Managing Director of Corporate Partnerships and has been working with Feeding 

America for three years in Corporate Partnerships.  

Q: Thanks for speaking with me today, Kathryn. Can you tell me a little bit about your specific role there 

at Feeding America? 

A: My role is to raise funds for the organization and to build sustainable partnerships for the organization. 

I also manage a team of relationship managers and I manage portfolio accounts and the teams that 

manage portfolio accounts. Our department raises nearly $60 million in cash per year to help end Hunger. 

Q: Tell me a little bit about how you got into this partnership with General Mills. 

A: General Mills is an interesting one because they’ve been a 30 year partner with Feeding America. If you 

think about emergency food, it was created in food banks. It was helping people get food. Now Feeding 

America has merged into a huge part of the food system. When people are struggling with insecurity 

they’re looking for food, but nutritious food. General Mills is a huge part of how we’ve evolved over time. 

They’ve really grown with us and hunger is a huge part of our platform.  

Q: How do you select which corporations to partner with?  

A: Every case is different. Some companies call and tell us that they want to focus on hunger for a month. 

General Mills and Feeding America were looking for long-term partners that want to talk about hunger 

year round and engage the consumer to take action and end hunger.  

They just released their corporate social responsibility report and hunger is one of their pillars. Hunger is 

one of those issues that resonates with companies…so we’re aligned with many companies within the 

food industry, because hunger seems like a no brainer. General Mills has made it clear that hunger is a 

part of their platform, which is nice because they’re able to say no to others with what they’re looking to 

accomplish. We’re not worried about renewal; it’s about how can we deepen the partnership and make 

this an issue we can invest in deeper, versus taking on all these other causes, hunger is one of those things 

rooted in their culture. 

Q: Do you ever turn people down? 
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A: We do occasionally say no if it’s something that isn’t a great match for our brand. We don’t work with 

gambling or alcohol, but we have to also be mindful of the current campaigns we have in the market and 

contracts in place. If you’ve got a bank doing an exclusive campaign in September it wouldn’t make sense 

for another bank to do the same. We are mindful of campaign periods. We work best with what’s 

best…and what their goals are. Some want employee engagement or PR, local engagement or a national 

platform…some want trade awareness vs. consumers, so it depends. Commitment, in terms of financial 

and food, and we have to say no if the commitment doesn’t match with the resources we have to put into 

it. There may be a great campaign that involves an incredible amount of resources and, in this end…if the 

financial gain doesn’t match for us, we may have to walk away. 

Q: Many nonprofits struggle with being able to get to the point where they have people knocking at 

their door. How were you able to get to that level? 

A: Four years ago we took a name change and transitioned from America’s Second Harvest to Feeding 

America. It made sense and spoke to what we did. We’ve only had this name for four years. During that 

time, our organization was led by our CEO…she was Chief of Marketing for Delta Airlines and marketing 

and communications is something few leadership teams invest in. For us it was a right choice in the right 

time. We also headlined up corporation partners like General Mills who really helped us get the word out 

there about our new name. Immediately we were able to get recognition. Our brand right now is tracking 

higher than America’s Harvest Heartland did for 30 years. 

Two examples: General Mills and Feeding America worked together with NBC and the Biggest Loser a few 

years ago and created the pound-for -pound challenge. Feeding America was on TV once a week, raised a 

lot of dollars and engaged the public in a conversation about hunger in a national audience. There were 

up to 30 million a week. That’s a huge way we were talked about on a national scale. 

The cause-marketing campaign with General Mills they were doing a packaging campaign and investing in 

the media in terms of awareness, which is really invaluable. American Idol used to feature Feeding America 

over two seasons. It raised millions of dollars for Feeding America. In terms of awareness for the individual 

perspective, Hurricane Katrina put us on the map in terms of that particular reach, we were able to talk 

about that and how we were helping, so individual donations were incredible. It was the perfect storm of 

marketing, PR and public awareness, which allowed Feeding America to be one of the charities that people 

think of now. If you look at our financial efficiencies and how we manage our dollars, we’re highly rated 

by BBB; we’re the #4 charity in America and that has to do with how we store donor dollars and 

efficiencies. People want to give to success and to something if you’re a good storer of your dollars. We 

hear from companies that they appreciate our brand awareness and the campaigns we want to execute 

and they want to be a part of that. 
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It’s tricky with competitors for hunger relief, we balance expectations that are customizable for them but 

meet our objectives.  

The pound-for-pound challenge and American Idol are no longer in market and we are seeing a dip in 

cause marketing, but it shows the value of it when the people are investing and the companies are 

investing in those campaigns; it shows a big jump in the market for us. 

Q: Do you know what your brand awareness is right now? 

A: We’re at a 33% brand awareness, which we feel really good about. It’s been there for a year or so. Our 

brand attributes and the things where we’re tracking higher on is innovation. We definitely track it and 

looking at cause marketing is a huge piece of that and how the campaigns move the needle. Our most 

recent question is if they saw our logo with Feeding America at a food bank, how much does that mean 

to you? You may know who your local food bank is but not who Feeding America is. There are different 

things we’re working on and tracking and really local….Feeding America is here to feed local families. We 

want to get the messaging across that “together we can solve hunger.” We have 200 food banks and they 

all operate as 501c3s…what is the most compelling message that works for the public? ”Together, we can 

solve hunger.” Seventy million pounds of food is wasted every year. Feeding America is the place where 

we can put the food in the hands of the food banks and into our clients. It will make a stronger case for 

what we do and how we are helping to end hunger with our food banks and 60,000 soup kitchens and 

folks on the ground.  

Q: Do you know what your brand awareness was before the rebrand? 

A: Before Feeding America’s transition, it was around the same point. We would like to get to 70% brand 

awareness…we’re at 33% and not necessarily moving the needle, but we have the ability to influence 

cause-marketing campaigns, so that’s a huge piece of it. We have a partnership with the Ad council who 

gives significant donated media and other media partnerships. We’re looking over how can we continue 

to raise awareness and increase that? It’s stayed pretty still.  

Q: What are your main goals in any cause-related marketing campaign? 

A: It’s a mixture of both funding and brand awareness…in transitioning to Feeding America, we include in 

contracts we would like corporate partnerships so that every $1 invested in Feeding America that they’re 

spending $3 to talk about it. That’s how we’ve seen a lot of big increases and you have to invest and it’s 

just a typical marketing campaign you do. For instance with Kraft, before they spun off into two 

companies, we used to benefit from huddle to fight hunger. It was a No. 1 spend from a marketing 

perspective. Those are the types of campaigns the companies have to invest in—PR or marketing, putting 

that in the contract allows us to have the conversation with someone where they maybe don’t have a lot 
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of dollars, but they have to do a huge campaign. They may not necessarily receive the results that they 

want, so it’s having that conversation about how to resource the dollars with the companies. 

Q: Based on some of the discussions in my focus groups, it seems as though a nonprofit has a good 

chance of success with consumers if it is overtly visible and out there—like breast cancer awareness. 

Have you ever thought about how important that aspect is to your brand awareness? 

A: Our brand message is about hope and that although hunger is a devastating issue, hope helps thrive. 

We want our brand attributes to be comforting and hope. If you put a fork there, what that means and 

what the word fight means….so that’s important. 

I think of General Mills and all the packaging hoops they jump through. As a nonprofit you can make 

suggestions about what you think would look good or stand out. Our message has always been lead with 

an issue of hunger, having hunger the name of a campaign is really important because otherwise you may 

not know what it is. We often get campaign names that maybe don’t have the name of hunger in it. We 

are happy the company is coming to us to say they want to talk about hunger relief, so we try to influence 

suggestions and packages. At the end of the day, this is their company and brand as well, we need to be 

respected of…we may love to have an orange box, and that may not happen.  

With hunger, I think for us, we’re trying to establish action campaigns where we ask all of our corporate 

partners to go orange, wear orange, think orange, all of those good things. Orange is something we are 

trying to brand. We are also trying to make the connection…if it is Outnumber Hunger, you see the Feeding 

America number close by.  

We have brand awareness goals just like the company does. Sometime depending on who you’re working 

with, because you’re the nonprofit, they may think you can change your color. We operate very similar to 

the company as well; we have to be mindful of how you’re presented in the market, etc.  

Our role is to pitch these ideas and say, “how can you integrate ours in the culture.” It’s these quirky ideas 

that generate awareness and makes everybody feel good. They’re a part of the mission to raise money for 

Alzheimer’s, they can feel good about that, so it’s a way people can touch it. When employees are 

engaged, it impacts the decision to stay with the campaign and sometimes it impacts what you see in the 

store. You have to manage things so separately, the employee activation piece—how do you engage 

people in the plants and corporate headquarters and how do you engage their consumer and retail 

customers? They’ve got Wal-Mart, Kroger, Target and they have to sell Outnumber Hunger and then get 

to the consumer. It takes lots of conversation to really make this happen. 

Q: In a partnership with a corporation, let’s use Outnumber Hunger and General Mills as an example, 

do you believe Feeding America get as much brand recognition as your partner? 
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A: It’s equal. At the end of the day, Outnumber Hunger is what General Mills is branding. General Mills is 

a company of brands; they’re not necessarily trying to brand General Mills, you know Cheerios, Betty 

Crocker…they’re trying to brand Outnumber Hunger and they don’t necessarily want to be in the mix for 

Outnumber Hunger. We want to help meet their objectives. It’s the same as ensuring that when you see 

Outnumber Hunger, you see Feeding America.  

A big part of my role is how do the food banks take a program like Outnumber Hunger and activate. You’ve 

got 202 food banks, 60,-000 soup kitchens, how do you get people in the community talking about it? How 

do they benefit from the campaign? General Mills benefits by unlocking food for local food banks. If 

Feeding America is getting the dollars, great, that’s nice, if that doesn’t get in their pockets, they’re not 

likely to talk about the campaign. If we’re going to do a good job for General Mills, we have to be the voice 

for the food bank and how they’re going to drop what they’re doing, how do they talk about the campaign 

and get people excited. They’re mobilizing their communities for other things. That’s something we work 

on a lot for corporate partners. 

Q: How do the local food banks actually get the money?  

A: We do regular check disbursements. We’re still getting checks from last year as well. We turn that 

around with the ZIP code report. Feeding America issues checks from food banks. They get about 3 to 4 

checks per year. There’s no average, some retailers donate flat donations as part of it. Overall the 

campaign will generate last year to this year, $1.6 million for the food banks.  

Q: How is it determined how much money will be donated per box? 

A: We negotiate how much that donation will be. A lot of it has to be what they feel will be impactful. We 

certainly try and it’s definitely a negotiation process for you.  

Q: Would you say you’re involved in more cause-related marketing campaigns since the rebrand? 

A: The amount of cause-related marketing campaigns has gone down since our rebrand. It’s something 

that goes in ebb and flow, the trend is flat. It’s not necessarily us…we exploded, now, it’s more flat.  

Cause marketing is a strategy for how we get to the masses because people aren’t going to give unless 

they know who we are and it introduces the public to our cause. We use it as a strategy to seek individual 

donors, so it’s a huge part of our culture; cause marketing.  
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Appendix D 
 
Interview 3, PR Director, Salvation Army Northern Division 
 
HeatShare Program 
 
April 29, 2013, 2 – 2:40 p.m. 
 
Interview 3 has worked for the Salvation Army for 16 years. She first started in development and then 
moved into PR. 
 
Q: Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I’ve read all of the materials online, tell me 
about the HeatShare partnership. 
 
A: Our HeatShare program is not just with CenterPoint Energy, although they’re a big backer of what we’re 
doing. It’s collecting funds from their customers (and they also make financial gifts), utility companies in 
general in the state of Minnesota ask their customers to make a monthly or one-time gift to the program 
and those funds are used to pay someone’s utility bill, such as electricity or heat. We’re a “last chance” 
agency. You would have to go to the county first, if they couldn’t give them enough to get their bill taken 
care of, the Salvation Army would step in and help. It’s a once in a lifetime gift that we give, or, extenuating 
circumstances. Basically it is trying to get the utility customers to donate toward the Salvation Army 
HeatShare program. On top of that, the utilities will give money from the foundation side as well. 
 
The Salvation Army doesn’t do a lot of fundraising for HeatShare because we look at it like we already 
have this working for us with the utility group and they’re asking their customers. We have so many other 
needs, we don’t typically ask our supporters to donate to it. But, because it’s on the website and what 
people see, they say I would like to give to HeatShare. We do lots of stories on people who are helped. 
For our social service offices, it’s one of the first times they can help with financial assistance. We have so 
many needs, we often run out of money. This is often more heavily funded…rent assistance, comparatively 
there will be a million dollars or more available with HeatShare whereas only a few hundred thousand for 
other programs. The program really does make a difference for the families. It’s one of the 17 different 
ways we can help them…food shelves and something like this is one of those entry level places where we 
can find out what other needs they have. 
 
Utilities are basically fundraising for us because they’re asking their customers to make a donation. 
They’re actively looking at a group of people we wouldn’t get to ask. Mail to people, put stuff on the radio, 
on TV, we might not see those people and one of the things that we did recently was, in February. There 
was a larger need because the federal government puts a certain amount of funds in utility assistance 
help, the federal government wasn’t releasing the funds to the state at a level we had hoped for. There 
was less money available from the county, so Sal Army had to do some fundraising and CenterPoint had 
to match it. They came back with a $30,000 match for people’s gifts and $7,000 for us to do a video about 
a family who had gotten help before. We couldn’t have paid for a commercial like that. Now we’ve got a 
chance to tell the story and the video we can put anywhere. For us, that was a big deal. We don’t take 
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kettles out past Christmas Eve—unless it’s a disaster and out of the ordinary and we think the need is so 
great that we need to bring them out. We don’t want people to get so used to seeing them. When we had 
the $30,000 matching ability, we thought this would be a good reason for the kettles to come out. We 
knew we would need these funds. We took the kettles out and it was an opportunity to get some media 
attention. CenterPoint folks said we’ll send an email to all of our customers to tell them about this match 
and our employees are going to be encouraged to staff the kettles on that Saturday. They were going all 
out and doing these types of things. For them, it was a matter of the heart for them. We care about a 
charity that works with people with utility needs, if they’re struggling, we want to be able to help as well. 
It just really fit well for them and talking to a video client—all of those things came together very well for 
us. 
 
Q: Can you explain a little bit more about the HeatShare program? 
 
A: It’s all done through CenterPoint. Customers would write it on the bill and say, ‘yes I would like to add 
$5 to my bill. ‘CenterPoint writes a big check from their customers…could give a gift online and that online 
giving will connect to our website. The vast majority of how people are giving is through the mail. 
However, more and more people are paying online and not writing checks and opening their bill. If they’re 
not doing those things, how are we getting their attention? 
 
This past year we saw a huge increase, $13,000, online. We got them to think more about how do we get 
people involved online? How are we going to get their attention? The for-profit is looking at the nonprofit 
to say, do you have any ideas for us? Trying to get a relationship with the for-profit, you have to show 
them that you’re going to do something for them aside from the good will. How are you going to help us 
so that people know we’re helping you? The fact of the matter is, in order for you to convince your board 
members at a for-profit is that you’re helping them somehow. So we show them that these are the ideas 
we’re bringing to the table…we’ll talk about it at the upcoming event we’ll give you and award, talk about 
you in a newsletter. They’re asking their customers through a one-time gift or monthly add-on. No matter 
what utility company—we’ll help whatever they help. 
 
Q: You said that you also partner with other utility companies. Can you elaborate? 
 
A: Yes, Excel energy tried to give attention at the Excel Center with a puck wall and have a loved one they 
want to honor put their name on the puck wall and  pay to do that and that money was given to the 
Salvation Army HeatShare program. They do events at the Excel Center like have someone try to shoot a 
puck into the goal during halftime and they would make a donation for every puck that got into the net. 
We’ll bring the Giant kettle out and park it out front and they’ll mention it. 
 
Q: How do you think your partners feel about your brand? 
 
A: The brand of the Salvation Army they look at it, how are they feeling about it basically—they have a 
good feeling about it. Most people don’t know what Salvation Army does, but they have the basic concept 
that they’re helping people who are poor. They look at that brand and they say, ‘they have a good brand’ 
and want to come alongside. If we’re going to partner with someone on an event—if someone wants to 
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write us a check, we’ll take it. We’re not going to be doing anything that’s public when it could be 
questionable because we don’t want anybody to think that we would partner. For instance, we get that 
people drink Budweiser, but we wouldn’t do a big public event or something because we have 
rehabilitation centers that help people abusing alcohol—because it could be misconstrued. We would 
make a choice to say this isn’t going to be a public thing because it could be taken wrong. 
 
Q: Do you feel that the Salvation Army has greater brand awareness due to this partnership? 
 
A: It’s great because they’re asking their customers who we don’t see. We don’t have the ability to 
communicate to many of those people—okay, who do I not know? It’s like the whole idea of LinkedIn—
who do I not know—you don’t know a lot of people. So, if my friend knows a friend, you might get 
connected that way, when we’re not just relying on our resources. We have to look as if it makes sense 
and if it’s something we could do on our own. What they were offering was talking to their customer; that 
was something we couldn’t’ do on our own, so that makes all the sense in the world to give that a try. 
 
Q: What if there was a sort of PR crisis with CenterPoint, how would Salvation Army feel about the 
partnership at that point? 
 
A: Let’s say there’s an embezzlement charge at CenterPoint, that’s not a corporate culture thing. If it’s a 
corporate culture thing, then they would have to say this doesn’t fit with our brand; it doesn’t make sense 
for us. If there was something like they unloaded some toxic waste somewhere or something that’s not a 
common practice…well, what did they do about it? Did they find out it was done and took action right 
away? Then okay, yeah. If it’s a common practice, we’d have to look at it and say this doesn’t make sense 
for us anymore. Sometimes people aren’t aware—people don’t know what we do. We help 240,000 
people in the Twin Cities every year and people don’t know what we do. Any time we can get in front of 
people and say what we do, absolutely it does help. That was really something that we were impressed 
with at CenterPoint in particular…they were willing to email out to their customers about this program. 
Their customers appreciate it, from CenterPoint, their customers there go, oh, I’m glad you’re someone 
who also gives back to the community. It’s a good brand connection for CenterPoint, too. People trust the 
Salvation Army. 
 
Q: What advice would you give to a nonprofit to be able to have enough brand recognition that 
corporations would want to partner with them? 
 
A: The Salvation Army has huge brand awareness—we’re up there with Coca-Cola and Nike. When you 
say Salvation Army, no one says tell us more about the organization. I think it would be shocking if 
someone said you know, I’ve never heard of the Salvation Army. In one study with people over 50, there 
was 100% brand recognition. It’s unheard of. You always find someone who has heard of it. Even Red 
Cross has 99%. We definitely have that brand awareness since we’ve been around since 1865. Our kettles 
and stores, people have that connection, one thing to look at, a nonprofit has to look at what groups of 
people would need their services, because sometimes for the Salvation Army, the people who need our 
services aren’t going to be the ones who turn up to be donors—it’s usually someone in a financial crisis—
volunteer opportunities. A nonprofit that wants to get better brand recognition ought to be thinking about 
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how can they get volunteers involved. There are a lot of things wrong with events (they expensive and 
time-consuming), so nonprofits should look at what they already do and how they can ask others outside 
of what they do outside of asking for money. They should look at other organizations that have a 
connection, even if it’s a for-profit. For instance, I’m a food distributor—I’m going to try to connect with 
the Salvation Army or make connections that way. It can be about how my organization came to the aid 
of them in one of their food shelves. Ask yourself, how can I piggyback on stuff that already has interest 
in the public? To build your brand awareness find ways to get people involved for people who aren’t going 
to need your services. You have to look at why would someone, how would there be a personal connection 
to it. 
 
Q: Are there any other cause-related marketing campaigns that Salvation Army takes part in? 
 
A: We don’t like to narrow focus particular areas, however we do work with a company who will give 
renters assistance, but only in one area. At Cub Foods we have the Kettle Kickoff. The thing they love 
about it, on Kettle Kickoff day, is that they’re the only place people can donate. The word is out there, go 
to Cub. The stores get really excited and if the media show up…last year they gave breakfast for all 
volunteers that showed up. All four TV stations showed up. Clean ‘n Press laundry connected with us 
because they want to help others, so they take stuff from a fire, clean it and then re-donate it. We’d like 
to get involved in Clean ‘n Press – coats for kids. 
 
We’ve had other partnerships that have fizzled out because as a corporate entity they wanted to focus on 
another area. We do that kind of stuff and the reason it’s easier for Salvation Army is because we’re doing 
such huge programs—ours is 5,000 kids got coats in the Twin Cities, so an organization might go, ‘oh, it 
looks a lot better to put in a newsletter’—they say look what we did, we made sure that 5,000 children 
got coats in the Twin Cities. It looks good in the annual report each year. They know we’re always doing 
big things and they want to be a part of that. 
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Appendix E 

Interview 4, Director of Community Relations, CenterPoint Energy  

HeatShare program 

May 8, 2013, 11:15 – 11:55 a.m. 

Interview 4 has worked for CenterPoint Energy for 28 years, previously working as the VP of Human 

Resources prior to her five years as Community Relations Director. 

Q: What is the benefit of CenterPoint being a part of the HeatShare program? 

A: We are co-founder of the HeatShare program 30 years ago. HeatShare is a program underneath the 

Salvation Army umbrella. CenterPoint was approached 30 years ago for a program that would help them. 

The point was to increase donations to a program that helps our customers that are having difficulty 

paying their utility bill. We’re a benefactor of the program. The program helps everybody in Minnesota, 

we’re not the only utility in Minnesota, so we know it’s helping other utility customers, but we also know 

HeatShare is a place our customers can go when they have no other place to turn to with their gas bill. 

We get paid. That’s the real reason. We are a direct benefactor with the program. 

Q: Do you do any marketing for the program? 

A: We solicit customers twice a year. It’s the only thing we solicit on a regular basis with our customers. 

We solicit twice a year in a bill; they get a sheet of paper that talks about the program and they can make 

a one-time donation or add a dollar amount to the bill. Once a month we send the checks to Salvation 

Army for the HeatShare program. For the online bill, we have the same where you click and make a 

decision. Have it set up for paperless online customers and regular customers. We generate $400,000 a 

year in contributions to the Salvation Army and make a donation to the Salvation Army annually.  

What was different about this campaign is we’ve noticed the donations from our customers are declining. 

We believe there were several factors: last year we had a warm winter; they’re getting fatigued, people 

are asked a lot; the general economy, we’ve seen that in our other fundraising or other outreach 

programs. Salvation Army donations are down 28%, which is about how many have gone to online billing. 

We wanted to do something to increase contributions to HeatShare.  

From a company perspective, every dollar we raise, we know those dollars are available to our customers 

who have nowhere else to turn. We tell our customers if they have nowhere else to turn, to turn to 

HeatShare. We also partner with the United Way. It’s a classis cause-marketing campaign. It has great 

visibility in the community, our employees, and our signage, media coverage, paid for radio ads prior to 

the one-day of bell-ringing and there was high recall. People said, ‘I heard about this on the radio,’ it’s 
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cold out, it’s been a terrible winter; I’m making a special stop here, just for this. Having that three-day 

blitz was a key factor to the success of the bell-ringing. The video was pushed electronically to all of the 

customers who we had email addresses for. We have over 800,000 customers and email addresses for 

320,000. We sent a video to watch and said there’s three ways you can give. Triple match, 30 years. We 

sent that. 3,200 people watched the video; we posted it on our Facebook page. This is the first time we 

did a promotion that included social media, contacting customers via email address, radio, full cause-

marketing campaign. We were very pleased with the results. Good visibility.  

Q: How do you think this partnership is helping your brand? 

A: It’s anecdotal. We participate in a J.D. Power Survey and our community involvement scores went down 

for the time we did the campaign. We have 200,000 city of Minneapolis customers, so I was disappointed 

when I saw those scores. Anecdotally people in the community mentioned it to us and had really good 

recall and good TV coverage, so I don’t know if there was something else going on in February when they 

did the study. We do ask a question about CenterPoint being out in the community, those scores overall 

dropped. Even though we think those scores would go up, they do not. Haven’t had a chance to do analysis 

to figure that out.  

Q: Do you think the community is aware of the partnership overall? 

A: We’ve been a supporter for more than 30 years. I don’t know that very many people know that. I don’t 

know if we’ve talked about that publicly. This is the first time we worked really hard with CenterPoint 

being a supporter of HeatShare and Salvation Army.  

We will work harder—one of my longer term strategic initiatives is to do a better job getting external 

visibility around those organizations that we want to associate ourselves with. Organizations that 

represent our core values and what we stand for. The Sal Army HeatShare is one of those organizations. 

It’s core to our business, we know that we have customers that cannot afford to pay their bills. We know 

there are city, state, local funding that are there to help, but there’s not enough money to help all of our 

customers that are having difficulties paying utilities. If HeatShare is healthy and strong and they can help 

more people then that means CenterPoint will gain from that as well. Plus, we want to do something to 

help our customers, we’re a regulated business…we make $0 on the actual commodity. We’re regulated, 

we buy and sell gas all year long that is reviewed annually to make sure we’re purchasing gas…it’s a pass-

through to our customers. CenterPoint makes money in transportation fees. We make a fee for how much 

gas we transport through our lines to a customer. We know our customers have difficulty paying. We want 

the public to know we care about our customers so we are going to support programs that help them. We 

want to work harder at establishing a stronger partnership that is recognized publically with HeatShare 

and the Salvation Army. We use Salvation Army as a way of outreach. We provide them with energy kits, 

conservation, we provide messaging and collateral materials to The Salvation Army and we’ll give them 
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that through the holiday season. They can give us access to those we know need the most help, so we can 

target messaging about payment, energy assistance and energy conservation to their clients.  

Q: What is CenterPoint’s main goal of this partnership?  

A: We have exclusive franchise agreements and territories, so it’s not recognition like retail. It’s about 

associating our brand and creating a sense of reputation to corporate citizens. Strengthening the brand 

as it comes to our reputation. First: It’s helping our customers who we know need the most help. It helps 

our bad debt. Second: our brand as it comes to our reputation. Someone sees our name with HeatShare, 

they would associate us with helping others in need. It’s more a business objective. It’s a business 

investment. Strengthening our brand and our reputation in the community is number two.  

Q: Why Salvation Army? How important is the fit between the brand and cause there? 

A: There is some thought to fit. But then I think about health and human services, because we’ve all had 

someone who have been affected by disease. It’s not core to us, but it does affect employees. We do want 

to brand ourselves with organizations that represent our core values and somehow align to our business.  

Q: What are your core values? 

A: Safety, innovation, respect, initiative…our stakeholders, our community, that standard stuff. What’s 

core to our business: Safety and reliability of our product; energy conservation; natural gas is abundant, 

domestic, more environmentally friendly than other sources of fuel. When we talk about cause-marketing 

and branding, those are what we’ll want to be associated with. We want to be trusted. Integrity and safety 

is a big issue. It’s more environmentally friendly fuel source than coal or something else. 

Q: Is there anything else you’d like to add? 

A: We felt that we did get back more than what we put in to the campaign. Even though our JD power 

scores went down, we still felt that the CenterPoint reputation was strengthened by the campaign, that 

it did reinforce we are a good organization, the partnership with Salvation Army and CenterPoint was 

done in a way that we showed up as equal partners. We didn’t want to overshadow them, they didn’t 

want to overshadow us. We exceeded our goal. It’s an extremely successful campaign. The goal was to 

generate enough interest that we would be able to donate the full $30,000 and we exceeded that.  
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Appendix F 

Interview 5, Padilla Speer Beardsley Director of Media Relations 

May 3, 3013, 2 – 2:35 p.m. 

Interview 5 has worked at Padilla Speer Beardsley for 13 years and is currently a member of the critical 

issues team.  

Q: Have you ever had to deal with a PR situation specifically between nonprofit and for-profit 

businesses who were working together in a cause-related marketing partnership?  

A: Yes. There was a nonprofit that had a large event for the community and there were a lot of different 

corporate entities that were involved in it and what had happened was there was a group that created a 

Facebook page encouraging people not to attend this event because they did not agree with certain values 

of the nonprofit organization. So, we were handling the event just as general media relations for this event 

and then had to deal with the crisis situation as well. This became interesting with the nonprofits and then 

the corporate entities that were involved. We had to make sure facts were portrayed correctly, we did 

create a statement because some of the things the group had a Facebook page on were saying things that 

were not true and saying things regarding where the proceeds for the event, where that money went, and 

what they were saying was not accurate.  

One of the main parts of our communication was that there was inaccurate information out there. Our 

nonprofit was clear in the communication we put out that we appreciate and respect other points of view; 

it wasn’t that they didn’t appreciate their point of view, but the facts were wrong. We wanted to make 

sure the community knew where the funds were spent. That was the approach we took on with 

communications—website, media, social channels, internal. Then, going in the corporate entities, there 

were a lot of different partners involved in this event. That was where we needed to make sure these 

corporate partners had factual information. There was a lot of personal outreach to these groups and 

some of them shared the viewpoint that was opposing the value issue—not the event. We needed to 

communicate to them that this was really about the event and what the event does to the community, 

where the proceeds go to the community and make sure the businesses that are part of these events have 

all these facts. After we did that, we did not lose any business partners. Some of them became 

ambassadors of sharing their opinion. Some of them had different opinions on their nonprofit point of 

view on the value question, but they did share a particular view on this even they were participating in. 

That was really important. In a crisis situation, it’s so important to respond to things as quickly as you can 

so that the information that your business partners are hearing comes from you. That is what helped our 

situation: that we didn’t lose any of these partners. Our messaging was the same in every channel we had.  

Q: Were these corporate partners sponsors or did they play a larger role? 
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A: There were some sponsors, but these were participants in the event. They had a larger role. The 

nonprofit had paid for them to be more entertainment.  

Q: Was it an issue to where the businesses thought if they continued participation in the event that 

their reputation would be tarnished? 

A: There was an issue where they thought their brand would be tarnished. That personal outreach was 

really critical. We needed to be clear and we shared with them our communication and that we respected 

the points of view with the group that was sharing their points of view. Some of the business partners 

shared that point of view with that group and they were also sharing that viewpoint…some of them did 

some media interviews, but they came back to why this event impacted the community and why they still 

were staying involved in it. Some of them had shared during their performance. The nonprofit was not 

stifling the viewpoints of others, but they wanted to make sure that didn’t change their point of view on 

this topic, but they wanted to bring back the messaging points on why this event was taking place and 

how it benefited the community. The Facebook page was all about don’t attend this event, if they didn’t, 

we had to make sure the impact they had in the community would be impacted. If you don’t attend it, the 

community will be impacted in this way. The attendance was not affected. It was really all about having 

that open dialogue and having strong message points with them and we could talk through with them in 

how we wanted them to stay involved in the event, and how they could position themselves even if they 

have a different value viewpoint from this nonprofit. We wanted them to know the value this would bring 

to attendees and the community who would be benefiting from the proceeds of the event.  

Q: Why is it so important to protect brand? 

A: All the groups involved have to think about what they get out of participating in a project or event and 

how it does help their brand. If they’re going to be investing in this project, they want to make sure there’s 

a strategic business objective they’re meeting because of this involvement. In this situation, for the 

business entities that were involved and stayed involved, there was concern is this going to hurt my 

brand…but because we walked through with them and were open and honest with them when it 

happened, we were able to see this doesn’t hurt your brand, you’re still able. It was important for them 

to be at the event to reach the attendees at the event. They could still share whatever their viewpoint 

was that was being stifled there. We were able to help communicate some of our main message points 

this has to the community. If we didn’t do that, I could have seen some of those business partners not 

participating and pulling out.  

I don’t think they were against the nonprofit in and of itself or the events, it was just a controversial topic 

that was out there and there’s a lot of different viewpoints on it. I think when they first engaged—this 

event has a long history and really strong attendance—it’s very positive for the community, so I think all 

of those things were positioned well on why they would want to be part of this event in the beginning and 
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then that popped up that this group was against more the nonprofit’s viewpoint on a certain topic. Not 

really the event, but the nonprofit’s viewpoint on a topic.  

Q: Out of this type of partnership, who gets the benefit—the corporation or the NPO? 

A: It depends on the situation and the exposure it’s getting. Nonprofits could benefit a lot from those 

partnerships because of the exposure. If it has national appeal there are a lot of people that buy Cheerios, 

that’s great exposure for the nonprofit. But, for that business entity, in their business objectives, it’s 

important for them to connect with a certain cause well then that creates great value for them too. There’s 

an equal amount of value for both of them.  

Q: As this issue was being played out did the business partners have any concern about consumers?  

A: Yes, they would have to consider that. They chose to stay on board because they were pushing out the 

right message to their customer base. They were doing communications through their website or social 

media channels or during the event their viewpoint on this controversial topic. It is a very important 

stakeholder audience for them to consider. There’s risk though for any partnership you go after and I think 

there has to be that risk analysis if it’s something you want to move forward with. Another reason why 

crisis planning is so important because you need to be thinking about, if you’re moving forward with a 

cause-related marketing partnership, what are the things that can come up from it and how would you 

respond.  

Q: What about the nonprofit? 

A: We were very careful in crafting our messages and making sure leadership was comfortable with it. 

There wasn’t much concern there. The communication from their end was focused on this event. It was 

not a new controversy for them. It’s something they’re ongoing dealing with that topic, it wasn’t a brand 

new issue to them. I wasn’t involved in their communication channels. They definitely did not change their 

viewpoint and we weren’t looking to change their viewpoint, this was a value point for the nonprofit and 

something that they deal with ongoing. A lot of the business partners, they didn’t’ agree with them on 

this particular viewpoint, but they agree with what the event does and the good work on what the 

nonprofit was doing it.  
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Appendix G 

Focus Group Email Invitation  

Email Invitation (from Focus Group 3) 

Hello, 

I would like to invite you to be a part of my academic focus group on May 1, 2013 at 5:15 p.m. for my final 
graduate school project. The topic is cause-related marketing. 
 
I will buy pizza for the group and the total participant time will be roughly one hour. The non-profit focus 
group will take place in a conference room at the office building I work in. The office building is located 
at: 

2221 University Ave. SE 
Suite 121 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 
 
Our time together will consist of asking a variety of questions on cause-related marketing and having 
organic discussion about the issue at hand.  
 
If you are willing and able to take part in this academic focus group, please email me back by Thurs., April 
24.  
 
 
Thanks and I appreciate your help! 
 
Lindsay Grome 
Director of Community Engagement 
National Scholastic Press Association 
Associated Collegiate Press 
lindsay@studentpress.org 
tel: 612.625.6519 | fax: 612.626.0720 

University of Minnesota M.A. Strategic Communication Graduate Candidate 
 

 

 

 

mailto:lindsay@studentpress.org
tel:612.625.6519
tel:612.626.0720
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Appendix H 

Focus Group Script  

Thank you all for being here today. As you may know I’m one project away from graduating from the 

University of Minnesota with my M.A. in Strategic Communication. This focus group today is part of my 

final capstone project that is analyzing cause-related marketing campaigns. Before we begin, I have a few 

reminders about participating in a focus group: 

 There are no right or wrong answers to the questions that will be asked. Everyone should feel free 
to make relevant comments, whether positive or negative. 

 This focus group will be audiotaped via my iPhone and transcribed for future reference associated 
only for academic purposes with this capstone.   

 This group is informal and there is no need to raise a hand to say something. No one should 
hesitate to ask questions, and the respondents should feel free to speak up without being invited 
to do so. 

 Please introduce yourself and give some information about their background, such as occupation, 
length of time living in the area, and so forth. 

 

The reason you were all asked to be a part of this particular focus group is that you all (work for a 
corporation), (work for a nonprofit), (are average consumers). As you may know, there are many 
corporations who partner with nonprofits on cause-related marketing.  

 
For the purposes of this focus group, cause-related marketing is defined as the activity by which a 
company with an image, product or service to market, builds a relationship or partnership with a cause or 
a number of causes, for mutual benefit. 
 
Have you heard of the term cause-related marketing before?  
 
… 
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Appendix I 

Focus Group 1 Transcription (National Corporation Employees)  

April 28, 2013, 5 – 6:00 p.m. 

Kate S. - United Health Group, St. Louis Park 

Jeff - Land O’ Lakes, St. Louis Park 

Kate M. - General Mills, Minnetonka 

Marni - Cargill, Minneapolis 

Q: Have you heard of the term cause-related marketing?  

All - Yes. 

Q: What is your definition? 

Kate M. - As a brand, we get a lot of benefit from partnering with causes that people believe in and are 

passionate about. For us it’s a good way to get exposure, but for particularly us we’re a brand that does 

have health benefits adds to our credibility and gives the causes a way to reach consumers through 

different lenses as well. 

Kate S. - For me it’s a lot about brand building and having people see you as more of just a money-making 

machine and you do care about the community or other causes, so having people seeing you as more than 

just trying to make money.  

Q: Have you ever purchased a product where there was a campaign or non-profit associated with it at 

all? 

Kate M. - I purchase things with the Komen Foundation a lot. It does sway my brand decisions. There will 

be brands that I normally purchase, but if it’s associated with the Komen Foundation, I’m very passionate 

about supporting breast cancer research, so I’m like, okay, I’ll do that.  

Jeff - I don’t necessarily purchase something, but if I’m deciding between two products and one is 

supporting a cause, then I would purchase that one over the one that’s not.  

Kate S. - I think Target does a really good job and there’s a lot of products at Target that I will buy, like St. 

Jude I know they do a lot with and there’s a lot of things that I’d probably buy anyways, but knowing what 

it’s going toward might make me buy more or multiple quantities. 
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Marni - I’m going to agree with you. I may not necessarily seek out to buy, but it certainly would be a 

differentiator when it comes to one vs. the other.  

Q: When you are making that purchase decision do you base it on the brand of the product you’re 

buying or the brand of the nonprofit it’s associated with. 

Kate M. - For me it would be the brand of the nonprofit. 

Marni - Same. 

Jeff - That’s a tough one because for me again, if I’m buying a brand and then it’s tied with a  charity, I’m 

already looking at a certain brand and I probably wouldn’t buy a lesser brand because it supports a charity, 

but the brands would probably be pretty equal, so then I would. I would think that a Tide vs. a generic, 

Procter & Gamble would probably support something that a generic probably isn’t supporting a charity. 

Kate S. - I agree the nonprofit. But I’m not going to buy a product just because it partners with a nonprofit 

I like when I could just give that nonprofit money without actually buying the product. 

Kate M. - The decision I’m thinking about is, okay, I’m going to buy a type of string cheese, I don’t really 

care about what brand of string cheese I buy in the first place, but this one is affiliated with a good cause 

, right now they have something going on, okay, I’ll buy that one.  

Kate S. - If Wal-Mart, a company that I don’t support, does a huge partnership with one of my favorite 

nonprofits, I’m not going to go to Wal-Mart just to support the nonprofit. I’d rather find other ways to 

support them rather than supporting the brand company.  

Q: Are you going to look and see what the nonprofit might be, let’s say it’s not a “big name” nonprofit, 

would you look into the type of nonprofit it is, or would you just say oh, it’s on the packaging and it says 

it’s going to a cause, so I’ll buy it? 

Kate M. - It would probably only catch my eye and skew my opinion if it was an organization that I was 

already familiar with and supported. If it was St. Jude, if it was the Komen Foundation…there’s probably a 

handful of organizations that that would really skew my opinion, but if it’s some random charity that I 

can’t tell what it is or I’m not passionate about,  then it’s not a driver for me. 

Kate S. - I agree, except if it’s like a local, like if it’s a Minnesota or Minneapolis thing and I hadn’t heard of 

it, but it had the local ties, even if I knew nothing about it, I would still support it. 

Kate M. - I do like to support local organizations. Whether it’s clearly local or tied to a local cause, I do like 

to support a local brand and support those things. 
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Jeff - There was one the other week, I saw an ad for this cupcake place in Edina that was giving $1.50 out 

of $3 cupcakes for a dog that got beat up. I did stop and buy a cupcake because I knew, plus I wanted a 

cupcake, but…so that draws attention to me and that was local. That I recognized. I thought it was great 

and it caught my eye, so I stopped. 

Q: In full disclosure, we know that Kate works for General Mills.  I’m using an example of a General Mills 

product. Let’s assume both of these boxes are the same size and they’re on the shelf and you want to 

buy some Cheerios, which box are you more likely to choose? 

Jeff - I’d grab the one with the heart. Your eye goes to the ribbons and the $1, so.  

Q: Would you turn it around to read what your dollar is going towards and what you would donate to. 

Or, would you just say, ‘oh, it’s affiliated, I’ll do it.’ 

Jeff - When I’m eating breakfast.  

Kate S. - Because it says American Heart Association which I know is a respected, trusted company, I 

probably wouldn’t flip it over. 

Jeff - I would read. I would have already bought it, so I would read about this so I would know about the 

charity and then next time I would probably  notice this wasn’t available when I went to buy it because I 

would buy it and if it wasn’t there, I’d notice it wasn’t there. 

Q: Would you take the steps to enter your UPC online to do the donation for the dollar, or would it be 

a purchase impulse, “oh, this goes to the American Heart Association.” 

Jeff - I would have assumed it was already done. I wouldn’t have assumed I had to do the extra work. Can 

I scan this on my iPhone to have it donate? That would make it a lot easier and you’d probably get more 

donations.  

Marni - I think I would have made the same assumption. 

Kate M. - That was a great idea.  

Q: What adjective would you use to describe Cheerios? 

Jeff - Healthy. 

Q: What about American Heart Association.  

Jeff - Heart. Heart Healthy. I would just assume it’s a partnership because Cheerios is pushing heart healthy 

and the heart association is pushing eating healthy, so it makes sense that they’re partnering.  
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Kate M. - So, Cheerios is healthy, the Heart Association is heart healthy, does that imply back…are you 

aware that Cheerios are healthy for your heart or does that make you think that Cheerios is healthy for 

your heart? Or do you think that Cheerios is healthy and they’re promoting the American Heart 

Association because that’s healthy too? 

Jeff - I think I’ve been conditioned to the advertising that I think Cheerios are healthy. I don’t know how 

healthy they are, I assume they are. I just assume from their ads and brand awareness that they are happy.  

Kate M. - They are.  

Q: Let’s hypothetically say there was some sort of PR disaster between General Mills and the American 

Heart Association and it’s in your mind, you hear it on the news, something happened. Would you put 

that negative aspect on both the American Heart Association and Cheerios—or one over the other? 

Jeff - For me it would just be the one because it would come out and say, “General Mills is hiring illegal 

people to make Cheerios.” I would separate them.   

Q: Depending on who may be at fault for the situation? 

Jeff - Yeah, because they’re not going to say, “Cheerios and the Heart Association,” they wouldn’t just 

make a blanket statement they have underage kids making Cheerios. It would be defined who was the 

culprit in it. 

Q: Whoever the media defines as the culprit is who you would put the negative association on. But you 

would not associate that with whatever partner they were working with on this campaign? 

Jeff - They would choose the right partner. Obviously the Heart Association is a solid organization, so if it 

was another organization I hadn’t heard from, I might say, “well, did they do their due diligence when 

picking a partner?” But, you know, these are solid companies. It would depend on the product. If it was a 

generic product that was supporting some charity I hadn’t heard of and then I heard about it, I might say, 

well, “both of them are rinky dink” and I’m not buying it. But, these are more established. 

Q: What if it was something like Cheerios and the American Heart Association put on a marathon, 

something terrible happened and it was a joint effort event. Would you place more blame on the 

corporation or the nonprofit? 

Kate S. - I would put the higher expectation on the corporation because they have the resources and the 

manpower. Regarding of if the American Heart Association is also well-established, I just feel like 

corporations have more man power to put into making sure that whatever, if it’s an event, or whatever it 

is, is a success. I feel like it’s more on the corporation to ensure they dotted all their t’s and crossed all 
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their I’s. So, if it’s all things equal, joint event,  I would probably put more fault to the corporation in a 

hypothetical situation.  

Kate M. - I think I would agree with that too. I think generally, particularly with organizations that are this 

large, because oftentimes when there are partnerships doing big things or have these PR crises, it’s not a 

small little brand and it’s probably not a small little nonprofit either. Because of that too, some of these 

nonprofits are just as much corporations as the branded companies are as well…just in their size and trying 

to manage everything else. So, I think if it is both large things, I’d probably put equal weight on both of 

them because  I know non-profit, it’s not like they don’t have lawyers too, it’s not like they’re not trying 

to check everything and something just slipped through the cracks. It happens for both the corporations 

and the nonprofits. At the end of the day any company whether trying to do good or sell a product or 

whatever, it’s on them to make sure they’re doing the best that they can do with it.  

Marni - In this situation, it feels like the nonprofit might always miss out. When you talk about brand 

loyalty and things like that…depending on what the infraction is, right? We talk about food security all the 

time and if there if something that happens on a corporate level and the infraction is something that 

doesn’t endanger the consumer and the food that I am consuming is still safe, I may say I really don’t care 

what happened and I like Cheerios and I’m always going to go to Cheerios because that’s what I have every 

morning for breakfast and really the only people that miss out is the nonprofit because they’re the ones 

that are missing the dollar donation from being on the box. I don’t think it’s a large pocket of people that 

happens to, but I think there’s a group of people that don’t even care. It doesn’t matter. 

Jeff - For me, I can let a lot of that stuff go. But when I see a food organization mistreat animals, I will go 

out of my way not to buy that. Food, safety, salmonella gets into the lettuce, it happens. But when I see 

an organization mistreat animals…and they’re probably not partnering with charities, but I will go out of 

my way and say I’m not buying from them at all.  

Kate M. - This Heart Association box is printed probably enough of it to be on the shelves for 4-6 weeks, 

maybe. I feel like if something happened that General Mills was responsible for or Cheerios, I feel it’s less 

likely, because it’s highly likely you would see both of these on the shelf (regular Cheerios box and one 

supporting the American Heart Association), I feel like so often for food products in particular, during one 

of these promotional timeframes and we all have different times we do these things…it’s heart association 

for one time period, it’s some movie for another time period, so I feel like if Cheerios did something 

wrong…because you see the variety of the boxes on the shelves and they change so frequently, that would 

tend to have the consumers go more toward the brand, whereas if the Heart Association did something 

wrong, it would be something that makes them think ill of the Heart Association, and then when they see 

it on brands and they’ll be like, “well, I’m not going to buy that because it’s the heart association.” Or 

they’ll read the fine print and just not put the code in.  
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Kate S. - If the nonprofit did something distasteful while there was ill treatment to animals or forcing 

people to work for no pay or something distasteful and I knew that there were things that are both non-

supporting and supporting, I would purposefully buy the non-supporting if there were things that the 

nonprofit did that I didn’t agree with. 

Kate M. - The example that comes to mind is the Komen Foundation when there was all this stuff about 

Planned Parenthood and there were people getting all upset about that…I think there were some 

consumers that decided on different brands because of that, but I don’t know necessarily that all decided 

to banish themselves from those brands entirely, probably just during those times they were running a 

Komen Foundation promotion.  That’s my assumption.  And, in full disclosure, I do not know how that did 

or did not pan out on our brand’s end. 

Q: Let’s move on from General Mills. CenterPoint Energy and the Salvation Army are currently working 

together on a HeatShare program. Are any of you CenterPoint Energy customers? On the bills, it allows 

CenterPoint Energy customers to pay the heating bills and utility bills of those who cannot afford it, if 

you were given this option on your energy bill, how likely are you to do so? 

Kate M. - That’s probably been on my bills all winter long and I had no idea. I look at the number to make 

sure that’s what matches what came out of my checking account. 

Marni - I agree.  

Jeff - I do direct bill, so nobody sees that anymore.  

Kate S. - To me it depends on how easy they made it for the consumer. If it says, go to this website to 

donate, I won’t, but if it said check this box to add $5 to your bill and your mailing it in, then I  might be 

more likely, but if it’s going to make me go out of my way to donate to their partner, then I wouldn’t. 

Q: So you weren’t aware of this program. 

All - No.  

Kate M. - I feel kind of bad. 

Q: Let’s say you were aware of it. In that case, would you care about the nonprofit that’s working with 

those unable to pay for their heat? Would you care that it’s the Salvation Army or if it wasn’t listed at 

all and just said, ‘you’re going to help someone in need get heat, check this box…’ 

Jeff - I would need it listed. 
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Marni - My assumption would be oh, this is CenterPoint Energy trying…I would think it’s their initiative, 

not that they were partnering with someone else. It’s almost like I would give credit where credit was 

undue. That would be the assumption I would make. 

Kate M. - I would actually almost think so too. I would probably think this is going to a fund where they 

push that money to people who weren’t able to make their full payments. 

Jeff - If it was a known charity and I wanted to donate, I probably wouldn’t look for something like a 

CenterPoint because they’re kind of the only people you have and I’d want to know how much is going 

because you’re already getting gauged on them anyway and if they’re getting $.80 on the dollar for 

administrative, but if it’s almost all pass-through then I might, but I would probably look into that more.  

Kate S. - What percent is going to them? 

Jeff - Yea, because Center Point is a big conglomerate and makes a lot of money. 

Kate S. - And I am the opposite and I would just assume that if they’re partnering, if the person that they’re 

partnering with is a solid organization, I wouldn’t look any deeper. To me, it boils into, “do I trust their 

partner?” If I trust their partner, I’m not going to look into it any deeper. But, if it were a partner that I 

hadn’t heard of, then I might read the fine print.  

Q: When you say, “trusting a partner,” it has to be someone that you’ve heard of?  

Kate S. - Well-established, the four-start charity rating; something that I know is legit. I’m not going to look 

into the details.  

Jeff - If you found out that the legit partner was only getting $.25 for every dollar…would you continue? 

Kate S. - I wouldn’t continue, but I wouldn’t feel like I wasted my money. I feel like maybe I helped one 

family. 

Q: So what is it for you guys, and you’ve all kind of mentioned this, “if I’ve heard of them and I think 

they’re a legit company…as far as nonprofits are concerned, then I’d probably help them out.” How do 

you determine that? How do you determine whether they’re a legit company and worth your time or 

money? 

Jeff - I look at two things: I look at the branding through advertising, personal causes, the Humane Society 

is my #1 thing over everything else. People who aren’t able to fend for themselves. I apologize for being 

blunt, but the Komen Foundation, they get a lot of money and they types of organizations that people 

don’t have a voice…those are the ones that I personally donate to. I’ve never donated to a charity I hadn’t 

heard from and we get solicitors all the time, but I don’t donate to those because I don’t donate to those 
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I haven’t heard from. Mainly because I’m a marketers dream because I buy brand and I buy Humane 

Society and Heart Association, they’re all brands and market well, so I support those. 

Kate S. - I think the media. It’s like, nonprofits that are their own brand and actually market, that’s how 

you know about them. These nonprofits are their own corporations and that’s how we know about them 

is because we’ve heard about them in the media. Unless you know someone who has some rare disease 

and you hear about it and a personal connection.  

Kate M. - I tend to support causes that are things that I’m passionate about. My mom’s a breast cancer 

survivor, whether it’s Komen or another breast cancer charity, I will check in to see they’re spending their 

funds effectively, but if I think they are, I would be willing to donate there. I have a lot of large pockets of 

things I’m passionate about that I see as important. There are things that I personally donate to every year 

and I’ve done my research and due diligence. There are things like, I don’t have a personal reason to 

donate to the Heart Association, but at the same time I  know it’s a good cause and it does good things, 

so if at the decision point…I would ALWAYS choose Cheerios, always. But, hypothetically if I were deciding 

between Cheerios and Special K and I didn’t have a brand preference, I would make that decision because 

I feel like it has to be a big organization. If it’s not in my core set of passionate things I love supporting…St. 

Jude I don’t have a personal connection to, but stuff with St. Jude on it, I would buy that over a similar 

product that’s not supporting a charity because I’ve heard of St. Jude. 

Jeff - I do the same thing. I have charities that I donate to and I’m not going to donate to the Heart 

Association, but if I can support it by buying, those are my additional ways to support. But I wouldn’t buy 

the Cheerios and then write a check to the Heart Association. 

Marni - In some ways, you donate and you don’t even realize you’re donating. There are sometimes when 

something could have a ribbon on it and I don’t even factor that… 

Q: You talked about how it has to be front of mind and you’ve heard of them. What about the nonprofits 

you haven’t heard of that much, but they’re tied to a relatively well-known corporate brand…would 

you be willing to buy that or look into it a little bit more before you’ll make that purchase decision.  

Kate M. - I’m a lot more likely to make a purchase decision supporting any charity generally…that’s a lot 

easier to get me to do vs. writing a check and donating an organization. That I do a lot more diligence in 

how I spend those funds, but if it’s just buying a product that supports something or doing a race that 

supports a cause, I look into those things nearly as much at all. I think part of that too is that you assume 

the brand has done their research and partnering too, because they’re not going to want to taint their 

brand. So, there is an added layer of credibility, even if its somewhere I’ve never heard of because Tide, 

or whoever, is partnering with them.  
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Kate S. - I think too if I haven’t heard of the nonprofit, but the category of the nonprofit makes sense with 

the brand, I’m likely to trust it. General Mills might partner with some sort of food or hunger organization, 

but if I can connect General Mills in my head with some sort of food, that makes sense to me, then I 

wouldn’t have to do my due diligence. Or, a green cleaning company and they were supporting an 

environmental organization that I’d never heard of, but that partnership makes sense, even if I hadn’t 

heard of the nonprofit, I wouldn’t look into it, I would just trust that they know their industry or category 

well and I would just buy it and not know anything about a nonprofit. But if General Mills is supporting 

something that didn’t make sense (like the circus), I might be like, huh? That doesn’t make sense, why are 

they partnering?  

Q: If you go back to buy another box of Cheerios and the American Heart Association box wasn’t there 

anymore, do you think you would remember that the last box you had supported AHA and you’d like 

for that box? 

Jeff - Depends on how fast I turn over that box of Cheerios. And even if it was just awhile, I might 

remember, but next time…I wouldn’t look for it and say, I wonder when they’re bringing that box back. 

Q: Would you make that correlation after the decision was made? 

Marni - No. 

Kate S. - If It was my favorite charity or one of my favorite charities I donate to personally and a brand I 

like and support and I notice that, I would look for it and I would want  to have the box and I would say 

hey, last time I looked they were supporting XYZ charity. But, if it was a charity I don’t personally have a 

tie to, but I’m happy to support, I wouldn’t notice it.  If it was on a generic brand, but still one of my 

favorite charities, yes, I would still look for it.  

Q: Do you have anything else you’d like to add? 

Kate S. - I think there’s a very fine line. I like how Cheerios, they’re not trying to exploit the American Heart 

Association. It’s a pretty subtle difference between the two boxes. They’re not trying to be like, you know, 

you can tell they’re not trying to “use” the American Heart Association, I appreciate and respect a 

company a lot more who is making a true partnership between the companies, but is not trying to take 

advantage or use the nonprofit or take the upper hand. IT feels like the corporation and nonprofit are true 

partners and they’re not exploiting for sales purposes.  

Jeff - When you do it subtly like this, it makes you feel like I’ll support it because they’re not bugging me 

about it and it’s my own decision and it’s just kind of there. Subtle you notice it and you move on. 

Kate M. - Branded products that have a cause on them, you’re getting a tangible difference. It’s very 

different than a cause asking you money because one, I’m getting my box of cereal because I’m buying a 
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box of cereal anyway, so I may as well buy this box of cereal that helps someone else out. You’re still 

getting what you wanted. Usually there’s not a price difference, it’s usually you’re leveraging what the 

companies are putting out there in terms of what they’re going to do for these nonprofits, and from the 

company perspective hopefully that generates some good will too…hey, General Mills is willing to donate 

to the AHA, it makes sense with their brand, tis’ a great cause. I’ll do that...at the end of the day, I’m just 

buying this box because I want my Cheerios to eat. 

Kate S. - You bring up a good point. It’s not costing you more to buy this box if they’re making you pay 

more money to support this. This is just happening to support them and I’m just going to be buying them 

anyways.  

Jeff - Enter the code and now I’m part of market research.  

Q: Outnumber Hunger where you donate to Feeding America and they ask you to enter your UPC code 

and ZIP code to donate to a local food shelf. Would you actually read this to know that you need to go 

on and do it and donate? 

Kate M. - We as a brand are wanting consumers to get involved in our brand, so we want consumers to 

feel good about making the donations. Make the donation, get more content on website about what is 

this money going to support, what local food shelf am I supporting? It’s a consumers’ engagement tool in 

addition to our supporting another organization.  
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Appendix J 

Focus Group 2 Transcription (Average Consumers) 

April 28, 2013, 7 – 8:05 p.m. 

Diana - Expressions by Elizabeth, Cincinnati 
Angela - Inspiration Design Center, Apple Valley 
Vince - Delta, Apple Valley 
Johann - TMC, St. Paul 
 
Q: Have you heard the term cause-related marketing before? 

All - No. 

Q: An example of cause-related marketing would be the Yoplait lids with the Susan G. Komen 

Foundation. Another example would be, Cheerios. Cheerios is partnering with the American Heart 

Association and if you buy this box of Cheerios and go online and put in your code, they donate to the 

American Heart Association. That’s what cause-related marketing is. Do you have a better 

understanding now? 

All - Yes. 

Q: Can you recall any purchases of a product that you have made that was associated with a nonprofit 

for a cause?  

Johann – Probably, but I can’t think of it offhand. 

Angela – Purchased because or in general? In general? Probably. 

Johann – You go to Caribou Coffee certain times a year and they have a pink cup. Not to get off topic here, 

but it irritates me that you have to buy it then go online for them to get their $1.00, why not just purchase 

and they can directly go and be able to do that?  

Q: Let’s take your Caribou example, would you choose Caribou over Starbucks knowing that Caribou 

has that campaign going on? 

Johann – Whatever is convenient, but I’m happy to help.  

Angela – I agree with that.  

Vince – I wouldn’t necessarily go out of my way for something, unless it was something really dear to me. 

But, I don’t have any causes at this point in my life that are. 
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Johann – If there were like a specific, Earth Day just happened…if I would have heard on the radio, ‘go 

wherever for tomorrow and all profits go to planting trees at Minneapolis parks,’ I would probably then 

go out of my way if I knew about it to then go to Caribou vs. Starbucks, because I’d know that It’d be going 

to something worthwhile that day…like a special cause day or something. You know there’s a direct 

impact, whereas yeah, Heart Association and stuff, that’s cool, but, there’s not a direct impact, necessarily. 

Q: So you’re saying you’d be more likely to go for an event or a specific purpose vs. buying the product 

for the donation in that matter? 

Johann – For me that would be more appealing. It would draw me in, almost a no-brainer, like, I’m going 

to get coffee at Caribou.  

Vince – I guess my opinion, I made a charitable donation, a couple last year…as opposed to buying a 

product that donates, I almost prefer to donate myself. It sound silly, but you get the tax write-off. 

Diana – If I was to use the product and I buy Cheerios, I would have no problem with that. But to choose 

Cheerios over another brand that I like better, I wouldn’t do that.  

Q: Let’s say that you’re purchasing Cheerios and let’s assume these boxes are the same size, would you 

be more inclined to buy one over the other given that one has a cause associated with it and the other 

does not? Or, is at least, promoting a cause. 

Diana – I don’t think it’s a big enough sign on there that if I were grabbing it off the shelf, I wouldn’t have 

even noticed that until I got home. 

Johann – Yeah, it’s just another variation on a heart. 

Diana – It says right there, we’ll donate $1. But, if I’m picking something off a shelf, I’m more in a hurry 

I’m not going to read that. I might look at it when I got home. 

Vince – I agree with that sentiment. I see it because you point it out, but normally I’m like, a ‘box of 

Cheerios.’ 

Angela – I would probably pay attention to it. If I saw it, I would probably purchase the one that does it, 

but, knowing that I would have to go on to something and take an extra step to do it, I probably wouldn’t 

do that.  

Q: So on impulse you would say, ‘oh, American Heart Association,’ and grab it, but when you would see 

that you have to take an additional step, you wouldn’t take that step? 

Angela – I would still probably purchase the box, but I probably wouldn’t read it before I got home and 

then you know… 
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Vince – You’d be drawn in by the fact of making a donation but then you’d realize you have to do stuff.  

Angela – Exactly. 

Diana - Especially if you’re not a cereal box reader. I dump my cereal out of those boxes and into an air-

tight container.  

Johann – For anti-technology people like me, I don’t like the fact that I have to go and put something 

online. Half the time you put something on the internet and you’re getting spammed, because you have 

to put in your email address and now you’re getting marketing campaigns that have nothing to do with 

the fact that it’s being donated. I’m not saying that would be the case on this, but with past experience, 

putting your stuff on the Internet for certain things, you get stuff you don’t want. 

Q: Let’s move on to a different type of cause-marketing campaign. Do you have CenterPoint Energy by 

chance?  

Vince – Yes, we do. 

Q: Salvation Army and CenterPoint Energy work on a HeatShare program to help low-income persons 

pay their heating bills. They put it on the consumer’s bill. Are you aware of this cause at all? Have you 

seen it on your bill? 

Vince – No. I tell you why because I do auto-pay. I open the bill, make sure the charge isn’t outlandish and 

then I chuck it.  

Diana – Duke Energy does the same thing. 

Vince – I’ve heard of the program, but I never correlated the fact that it’s something we could do. Just, 

like, I’ve heard of those programs. I could have sworn I saw a TV spot about that.  

Q: Did it appeal to you as a CenterPoint Energy customer or you just heard it and somehow recall it? 

Vince – I just recall there are programs for that. I don’t think I necessarily correlated it as this is a program 

for CenterPoint Energy, but more of whoever does gas service probably donates.  

Q: Could you have recalled the nonprofit they were working with? 

Vince- No, I could not. You told me it was Salvation Army. I probably wouldn’t have said that, I would have 

said it’s some Minnesota state-run thing, if you’d asked me before I knew that. 

Q: When you heard HeatShare and in your mind you’re thinking it’s a gas company. How much do you 

associate the campaign with the nonprofit vs. the brand or the corporation that it’s also associated with. 
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Vince – In this case, I really didn’t. If I could associate the name, it has a positive influence. It shows that 

it portrays caring, it’s a positive thing, for the company and the nonprofit. For the nonprofit I think it’s 

good, because it shows they’re looking at other things…For instance, Salvation Army, when I think of 

Salvation Army for right or wrong, I think of bell-ringing people Christmas with the tub in front of the 

grocery store. I know they do more than that, so it’s smart that they would get involved with this and 

someone has engaged with the utility company to come up with this, and that’s a nice thing. 

Diana – I know somebody who has actually had to use that call to the Salvation Army and they’ve provided.  

Q: In Cincinnati? What is the program there? 

Diana – I think it’s through Duke Energy. I’m pretty sure it is. They called the Salvation Army and they 

provided the money to pay their gas and electric bill so it wasn’t turned off. It’s on your bill, you could add 

X amount of dollars to your payment and that would go toward the HeatShare. 

Q: When you think of HeatShare, are you associating it more with the Salvation Army because you had 

that personal connection? 

Diana – No. Probably to the energy company, yeah. 

Q: Why? 

Diana – I guess because they’re the ones who put it out there. You know, it’s on the bill, it doesn’t say by 

Salvation Army, it just says, ‘if you want to donate money to the HeatShare program, add it to this line. 

Vince- Cause that’s your interface. 

Q: Is that the same for buying a box of Cheerios. You would associate the Cheerios more with this cause 

than the American Heart Association, because you’re buying the product of Cheerios? 

Johann – I don’t think so in that case.  

Vince – I would look at who they’re giving to and say, oh, this is a good thing, because they’re giving it to 

the American Heart Association, which is obviously reputable. When I see that, I think of this as something 

nice that General Mills is doing.  

Diana – I agree to that. I think it’s something where their corporation is saying listen, we need to get more 

involved in the community and this is our way of doing it. 

Q: What if there was some sort of PR scandal about this campaign…let’s say there was an event held 

and Cheerios was the main sponsor and it was the American Heart Association 10K and they found out 

all of the paid workers were underage and there was some sort of PR scandal that associates both of 
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these companies. Would you remember that next time you go to buy a box of Cheerios or the next time 

you thought of the American Heart Association? 

Johann – Both for me. It depends on how much I heard about it. 

Vince – For example, BP and the Deep Water Horizon thing. 

Johann – I still don’t go to BP. It’s been years and I still don’t go to BP.  

Vince – I’ll go there, but I’ll think about it. Every time I go there, I think, ‘you blew up the Gulf, great.’ 

Johann – If I heard of the American Heart Association and General Mills, that’s one of those stories if 

you’re reading the newspaper, you’re like, ‘ehh, I’m going to the next article’ because it’s not a story that 

really interests me in the first place. I might recall it, but not really. 

Vince – I think it would depend on how it was handled, too. Let’s say the problem was that the donations 

were never made. They used it and the American Heart Association says, ‘General Mills never cut us a 

check or whatever…’and then probably if I were General Mills, I would say, oh, whoops, we’re going to 

give you double what we said. I don’t know. I think it depends a lot on how it’s addressed. There’s always 

a possibility to put a positive spin on things, so the answer in my case would be, maybe. 

Q: The bigger question is, do you associate the campaign overall—The American Heart Association 

partnering with General Mills to donate money to the American Heart Association—do you associate 

the campaign more with the brand of General Mills or more with the non-profit that it’s sponsoring? 

Johann – I really don’t think if I went and got Cheerios after the fact and it didn’t have the heart thing on 

it, I wouldn’t think about it.  

Diana – They must have stopped the campaign is what I would think.  

Angela – If I saw it, I would purchase it, if I didn’t, I guess it wouldn’t change my mind.  

Q: What if you went to an event and it was sponsored by the American Heart Association and they were 

handing out Post products instead of General Mills products? Would you make that link between 

Cheerios and AHA? 

Diana – I probably would think back to it. It wouldn’t affect me though. 

Vince – I would just think, okay, now they’re partnering with Post. 

Diana – Sometimes big corporations give up sponsorships to other big corporations, so it wouldn’t affect 

me. 
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Q: Does the corporation come to mind first before the nonprofit would? 

Johann – For me it does. 

Diana – I think so. 

Vince – It especially depends on how overt they are about it. The Cheerios box is not that overt. Let’s say 

for example instead they were sponsoring breast cancer awareness and every October their box was pin; 

that would stick out in my mind. Or probably more closely associate it with Cheerios then, because I’d go, 

oh, this is the month where Cheerios boxes are pink.  

Diana – It has to be more in your face. 

Vince – Yeah, that’s subtle. 

Q: So the Yoplait lids campaign, they do pink in the month of October, so you know you’re buying the 

pink product. 

Diana – Yeah, it has to be more in your face. 

Vince – Yeah, Delta sponsors the breast cancer and we do pink ties, pink lemonade and it is pink all over.  

Johann – That almost kind of irritates me though. I mean yeah, it’s terrible and it affects people, but in the 

grand scheme of illnesses around the country, it’s like nothing. It’s in the top 10, but it’s not the number 

1. It’s pink and it’s vivid and it’s in your face.  

Vince – For me, I don’t know where that money goes when I buy that pink tie. So for me, I would rather 

take the money that would go toward buying that pink tie and I donate it toward our neighbor, she was 

doing a walk for the same foundation. 

Q: Do you associate you wearing that pink tie with awareness for that cause? Is that of value to you? 

Vince – To me I feel that the awareness is so well established, it’s like, okay, yeah, we know. It’s no big 

secret. 

Q: What if it was for something else, such as Leukemia? 

Vince – Yeah, if it was something I felt needed more awareness, I would probably go along with it. 

Q: And you would feel like that would actually be of value to the nonprofit vs. you actually donating 

money?  
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Vince – Personally I would feel like a poser if I didn’t make a donation at the same time. Like if I said hey, 

I’m raising awareness for this…I didn’t actually give any money, but I’m wearing a purple tie.  

Q: Would wearing that purple tie as a Delta employee, having that awareness that you come in to 

contact with the public on a daily basis is valuable to that nonprofit?  

Vince – Oh yeah. Let’s say I was wearing a perfect tie, especially being a foreman, it would be unusual not 

to wear a black tie. So someone would say, oh, why are you wearing a purple tie? And you could tell them 

and say oh, I didn’t know that.  

Q: Angela, Diana, would you feel the same in your role with customers coming in?  

Diana – Not in my case because a lot of what I do is online.  

Vince – This goes back to what Johann said and goes back to the Cheerios box. It has to be something so 

out of the norm that it makes you stop and go why does that look that way or why is that that way?  

Johann – High visibility. 

Angela – I don’t think wearing a purple shirt would do it in my particular business, and unless my company 

advertises that this day we’re wearing purple in honor of…but, if I was wearing a pin that said support 

this…like the little red dress pin, people would recognize that vs. me wearing a purple shirt. 

Johann – It’s like you either have to have a large corporation with a lot of employees—like the whole 

Caribous around—they could all be wearing pink and high visibility. Or, the airline where there are 

thousands of employees traveling the country or like a massive sporting event. We went to the Twins 

game the other day and all the concessions people or everyone was wearing the “dumbed down” color 

theme, you would know oh, today’s this day. 

Vince – It goes back to something that’s obviously out of the norm. 

Diana – It would make you question it—oh, why are they doing that? 

Johann – The next big thing is whoever gets the neon green, that’s going to be the next big thing.  

Q: Is there anything else anyone has to say about this topic? 

Johann – I’m an anti-consumer, but I would buy something if I knew, oh, that’s cool. It would totally sway 

my mind if it was high visibility and I had a reason to spend that money, I would take it. 

Diana – When I go into stores, like Walgreens, and they say, “would you donate to…” whatever cause it is 

they have that week, sometimes I say yes, sometimes I say no. It depends on what the cause is. At the 
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grocery store, at Kroger, they say round up. If your bill comes to $15.11, if you would donate the other 

$.89 towards the free store food bank, yes, I would do that.  

Johann – Or, the very few times I do go to McDonald’s, any change I have it is like oh, ‘Ronald McDonald.’ 

Diana – The Ronald McDonald House, right. Definitely. 

Angela – Another one would be at TJ Maxx or HomeGoods, would you like to round up to the next dollar 

to support XYZ. Usually I say no, but then when last year they had the Hurricane in Jersey and it was do 

you want to donate $1 to Jersey for the relief fund and I was like, yeah, sure, that’s great; I’ll do that.  

Johann – You just brought up a good point. It’s kind of all in the questioning. For me, if they were like 

would you like to donate $1? If they said if you’d like to round it up to the next whole number…I’d say, 

yeah, sure. To me it makes more mental sense to just round it up.  

Vince – If they ask for a dollar, I’m usually like sure, ‘I’m not going to miss a buck.’ But, if they’re like, 

‘would you like to give $20 to the whatever it was,’ I’d be like, ‘I don’t know.’ 

Q: If that’s the example and you’re at a counter and they ask if you want to donate, are you associating 

the Hurricane Katrina Relief with TJ Maxx/HomeGoods or whatever the actual nonprofit it was you’re 

giving to. 

Diana – Obviously it was TJ Maxx because she remembered it.  

Angela – I think it went to the blood bank Red Cross, I think, I don’t remember, it was awhile ago at this 

point. I remember the cause and I know that every time I go in there they ask me. I guess I relate it to TJ 

Maxx and those places because I always go in there and they always ask if I want to donate to this place 

or this organization and that one particular time they said, “do you want to donate to Jersey?” 

Q: So is it about the cause they’re asking to donate to or the organization name to donate to that makes 

you donate? 

Diana – I would say the cause most of the time. That’s what motivates me. 

Angela – If it went to a direct cause, I would say yes, if it went to an organization, I would probably say no.  

Q: Even though that cause is being managed by an organization? 

Johann – Yeah, because it sounds better.  

Angela – Absolutely, because I know my money is going to something specific. 
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Vince – To me if I’m checking out at Target and they say, ‘would you like to give $5 to help hungry 

children?’ that’s going to make a bigger mental impact on me than saying, would you like to give $5 to the 

American Heart Association. 

Angela – But even then, you don’t know exactly where that $5 is going to.  

Johann – Okay, so $5 to feed hungry children, you can go even further than that with, if you donate $5, 

you can give 20 meals to hungry kids. If you quantify it into this is what you’re going to do. 

Vince – If I feel the cause is something that needs help, you know what I’m saying, like when you said for 

relief in the northeast, you know they’re putting energy into making things better. When I see the 

American Heart Association, I don’t have bad things to feel about the American Heart Association, but I 

don’t think, ‘oh all those poor heart people.’ 

Diana – Because it’s not an immediate thing like the Hurricane was. 

Vince – It’s not an immediate thing and because I feel like there’s a lot of awareness, a lot of money in the 

health care industry. There’s a lot in the pharmaceutical industry. There are a lot of companies that are 

doing this research as part of the business as it is. Where if I see something that there’s an immediate 

need or a quantifiable impact, then that seems to ring more true. 

Diana – It depends on the charity too, I give to the City Gospel Mission Center which feeds homeless men. 

But it says donate $25 and you feed 12 men a Thanksgiving dinner. It’s very specific on what your money 

will do. Oh yeah, I’ll write a check for $50, that will feed a lot of people. You know? 

Vince – That’s the other thing that’s nice when you give directly or to a smaller charity. My feeling is I 

know if I give this money, the bulk of that will be used for that. Not administration or oversight.  

Johann – Tragedies are like a gold mine for people who want to help immediately because they see it all 

over the news. Tragedies and donations are like the 24-Hour news cycle. Afterwards, it’s like oh, the next 

big thing is already here. How many people are still donating to Sandy now? Nobody. The attention span 

is, “get it while you can.”  

Q: What did you think of the text campaign—text to a number and they’ll add $50 or $10 to your bill. 

That was specifically for Hurricane relief.  

Johann- That’s cool. I wouldn’t do it. There’s a generation of people. 

Vince – I think Johann raised a good point; media awareness. Public perception of your actions like, let me 

do a far out example. Let’s say there’s a nonprofit, Security for Americans, and after the thing in Boston, 

it was tragic, but three people were killed. Let’s say that just happened and we’ll give money to this group 
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as opposed to saying, would you like to give money to Mothers Against Drunk Driving, which certainly kills 

more than three people the day that happened and yet, that goes unnoticed. 

Johann – There are the established big players, American Lung Association, American Heart Association, 

Breast Cancer, etc. How many great causes are just knocking on General Mills’ door on a daily basis like 

hey, will you put this on your box and they say no. It’s almost like you have these powerhouses that are 

already so established, it’s like they’ve got it. 

Diana – Part of it too though is if you’ve ever been on the opposite end of it, we have people come in 

weekly wanting donations for causes, local causes. It gets to the point where you have to pick and choose 

and say, I’m sorry, the money has been used for that, we’re not giving to your cause. 

Johann – We need a shake-up in the corporate world. Maybe one day there will be a millennial as CEO of 

General Mills and says, we’ve had this great partnership with the American Heart Association for the 

longest time, but we’re not going to allow that to be forever. Maybe there will be a change from the top. 

Hey, let’s break it up because this is a good cause. 

Q: As a consumer, would you purchase something you’ve not heard of before? Would you purchase a 

cereal box that you’ve not heard of before? 

Johann – Yes, because you’re already going to get the box of cereal anyway, so for me, I would get the 

Cheerios anyway. You need someone to break it up a little bit and give someone a chance.  

Vince – You know what would cause me to buy something? Buy this box of Cheerios and we’ll give $1 to 

the charity of your choice. If they had 5 different ones to choose from and to go online, I’d be like, oh 

yeah, that’s cool, I’ll go on there and decide who to give my dollar to.  

Johann – There’s these analyst interns who’ve probably rant the numbers that it’s so good for General 

Mills and the American heart Association, they don’t break that partnership. It’s all about money. 

Diana – If it’s someone you’ve never heard of, it’s the brand recognition.  

Johann – General Mills isn’t doing this out of the kindness of their heart, there’s a financial incentive for 

them to do this.  

Q: But when you’re buying things are you thinking in that sort of attitude or are you thinking that this 

will be good for both. 

Vince – once you really read into the donation scheme (Cheerios Box with American Heart Association), it 

clearly comes off as somewhat disingenuous. If they said we will donate ten cents for every box of Cheerios 

sold and I didn’t have to do anything and they’re like, oh we sold 10 million boxes of Cheerios and we gave 
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$1 million, I’d be like, oh that’s great. But you stick AHA name on there for a whole year and we’ll give 

$100,000.  

Diana – A penny a box. 

Johann – The box says that they’re only giving money up to $100,000 and this campaign lasts a whole 

year. That threshold has probably already been met. When you’re clicking donate now, where is that 

money going?  

Q: Do you have a lesser opinion on General Mills vs. the American Heart Association based on this 

partnership on this box?  

Johann – American Heart Association cool, but General Mills is a Fortune 25 company, so they’re making 

money. They probably do $100,000 worth of profit every 20 minutes around the globe. 
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Appendix K 

Focus Group 3 Transcription (NPO Professionals) 

May 1, 2013, 5:30 – 6:30 p.m. 

Grace - National Scholastic Press Association, Minneapolis 

Brianna - United Way Twin Cities, Minneapolis 

Kay - National Scholastic Press Association, Minneapolis 

Nicole – The Salvation Army Northern Division, Maplewood 

Jackie - National Scholastic Press Association, Eagan 

Q: Have you ever heard of the term cause-related marketing before? 

All - Yes. 

Q: You’ve all been asked here today because you work with nonprofits currently or you have in the past. 

You are one of three focus groups for this study. Think of yourself right now as an average consumer, 

do you recall making a purchase decision because it was related to a nonprofit cause? 

Grace - I definitely have bought yogurt because of the Breast Cancer symbol. 

Brianna - That stood out to me, the yogurt, yeah. 

Q: Any other examples? 

Brianna - Another breast cancer one is they were selling sunglasses and I purchased them on a normal 

kiosk since the funds went to it. 

Grace - At the grocery store, I don’t really buy anything because it’s related to a cause, like I’m looking for 

a product…but I might buy something at the end just because a cause is associated with it. Like, if you can 

choose to just “round up” or something.  

Q: So maybe not the choosing of a product, but if they ask to donate a dollar at the check-out? 

Grace - Yeah. 

Q: Is there a difference for you guys if they ask to donate a specific amount or they say, just round up 

to the nearest dollar. 

Jackie - I would prefer they ask for a specific dollar.  
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Q: We all know the big guys, Susan G. Komen, American Heart Association, Humane Society, St. 

Jude…that we know the names of. Is it the name of the nonprofit that would get you to buy or donate 

or is it the cause? 

Jackie - I think it’s both. If it’s United Way or Salvation Army, I’ll give. If it’s firefighters for their local 

community, I’ll give to that too.  

Grace - I think it depends too because there are more causes that I like to give to and I also want to know 

that the organization is reputable.  

Q: How would you determine what is reputable?  

Grace - I know they’ve been around for a while, they do good work, they have been held accountable by 

the public. 

Kay - I think in the situations where I give, I think having it be something local is a pretty strong drive for 

me. I’m not concerned with the company doing it. I’m concerned it’s going to get to someone local, but 

as long as there’s a connection to the local issue. That’s probably stronger for me than the company name.  

Q: Grace earlier when you said you think of yogurt, do you know what brand or what corporation it is 

produced through? 

Grace - It was Yoplait, but I don’t know the parent corporation who owns them. 

Q: If it was on a different yogurt, would you have brought a different brand? 

Grace - Probably.  

Q: The partnership between whatever the actual corporate company and nonprofit, you’d buy it more 

for the nonprofit? 

Grace - Yeah, unless I have strong feelings about the product. Yogurt, I don’t really care very much about. 

There are other things that I don’t know would sway me. If I’m really attached to a certain kind of cereal, 

I don’t know that a partnership would sway me to buy something else, but with yogurt I really don’t care 

very much. 

Brianna - I would say it’s the cause first vs. the company. I’m a little more aware of the company and their 

backgrounds, so I know a lot of their products so I’ll notice their logos more. Sometimes it just clicks with 

my brain and I can see all the connections with that side of things. So once in a while I’ll buy Land O’Lakes 

butter even if the generic is cheaper just because they’re a really good supporter and I know they do good 

work in the community. But, if the generic had a cause that I believe in and I know it’s going to go 
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somewhere and help somebody, I might buy that instead. So I guess it’s what the cause drives, but I have 

the company background that can sometimes help me think through all the pieces. 

Q: Would you buy something that you didn’t think to buy or need to buy, such as butter or cereal or 

whatever it may be, but it had one of the causes you support on it. Would that sway you to buy it?  

Nicole - For it’s that I already know I’m going to buy it and I’ll just be choosing between a couple of brands. 

I wouldn’t typically be persuaded to buy something I didn’t seek, unless it’s like to add a dollar because 

that’s not something I’m buying.  

Q: As an example of a product, I’ve got Cheerios here, and we’ll pretend these are the same size. You’re 

at the cereal aisle and you’re going to buy cereal. Which one would you choose and why? So, it says, 

we’ll donate $1.00—enter this code on the bottom of this box, up to $100,000 to the American Heart 

Association. Offer ends January 31, 2014, see details on box. 

Jackie - I probably would buy that one, but I wouldn’t necessarily follow through; with the hopes of 

following through. 

Q: Would you read it enough to know you have to go online to donate a dollar? 

Grace - Honestly I would probably just assume it was donated and I would probably buy it and feel a little 

bit better about myself.  

Q: What if you bought it and then realize you have to go online to enter your UPC number and enter 

your email. Would you still make that same decision? 

Grace - I think I would do it. 

Kay - I don’t generally like collapsing my food decisions with my donating decisions, so in general, I don’t 

think I like those.  

Q: So it wouldn’t matter to you what box you pick up?  

Kay - No, I wouldn’t be reading for that. I’d be reading for the carbohydrate count.  I’d look at the price 

and the carbs. 

Q: Are you more diligent about what you’re donating then? 

Kay - No, probably not. I would prefer to just a direct donation. I suppose I’ve picked up a few things as a 

result. 

Q: Let’s say that Cheerios and AHA put on a race and there’s a PR crisis, the Cheerios at the event are 

tainted and you hear about it in the news. Would your negative thought perception with what the 
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media is telling you be passed onto judgment to either one of these companies in this partnership 

together? 

Jackie - Not to the American Heart Association.  

Grace - It was a quality issue. 

Q: Let’s think about corporations vs. non-profits for a second. Who do you think gets the better end of 

the deal in a partnership like this? 

Kay - I suspect the corporation does or they wouldn’t be doing it. They’re getting new customers or it’s a 

feel good. 

Grace - I think it depends on the arrangement because there are foundations and corporations…for this, 

yes, probably Cheerios is…it’s up to a certain amount. This is probably benefiting both of them. I think it 

depends on what kind of arrangement it is. 

Nicole - From the nonprofit side, I think we get a lot of benefit from it financially, but it also takes a lot of 

manpower on our side of the relationship, at least the ones I’ve been involved in in the past. So, I guess I 

would say nonprofits get a good part of the benefit, but it’s not like it’s this huge chunk.  

Brianna - I kind of lean a little bit of both ways. Initially I think the nonprofit is benefiting a lot from it. 

Because  Cheerios has…there’s probably ten different boxes out there…but people know Cheerios  really 

well…it’s one of the most recognized brands But with the Heart Association on there, it’s hard to get other, 

you know, marketing is really expensive, so to put your name on something that’s so well-known, I think 

that’s almost invaluable in some ways. Whereas they’re only getting $100,000 in the end, but to have that 

recognition…but, the question is, ‘are people looking at that?’ So from your perspective, it’s oh, I’m going 

to get Cheerios and not look at the box necessarily, so I guess it could go either way.  

Grace - And there’s the question of, so they’re only donating up to a certain amount…I feel like I’ve 

donated to the Heart Association, but I haven’t actually done that. Have you really donated or are you just 

buying that? 

Nicole - Or you could have had the impact of, “I supported the association all year long by buying Cheerios, 

I don’t need to give you…$20, you know.” 

Q: Have you worked for any organizations that participate in cause marketing? If so, do you feel you’re 

getting a good end of the deal out of it? 

Nicole - Yeah, one of our more recent partnerships, the HeatShare program, we partner with CenterPoint 

Energy, which has people add on to their utilities to help pay for heat. We did a big promotion in February 
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where we raised $60,000 in a day. Yes, there was a lot of manpower and I would say we did the marketing 

effort side of that more than CenterPoint did, but $60,000 in a day is pretty good. Throughout the year 

it’s on the utility bills, but we did the one day event in February. I know we don’t raise enough for all the 

people who come to us for heat assistance, but we do make more than just that one day 

Q: Does the matchup of the corporation and the nonprofit ever come to mind when you’re thinking 

about what causes you’re donating to or your purchase decision?  

Kay - I think so. I have a chronic disease situation that companies support and I’ve gone to events where 

they’re there and they’re contributing to the well-being of people and you know, I shop at that store 

more…because I probably never shopped there before, or I’ll look online now, because of the support 

they give with that nonprofit. 

Brianna - This is one of the best ones I’ve seen matched. I’ve never noticed it anymore, but the 

heart…that’s really smart whoever decided to start that sponsorship up. We talked about the yogurt and 

the Yoplait, I don’t know how much it has to do with breast cancer, but it just fits. I mean, yogurt doesn’t 

reduce your risk—that we know of but I can’t think of any others that are that well linked. (Cheerios and 

AHA). 

Q: From the nonprofit perspective, how can a nonprofit have as good of brand awareness as these 

bigger nonprofits do so that when they hear the name, they’ll recognize it immediately and it 

immediately comes to mind that you can trust that brand? 

Kay - I think nonprofits tend to generically start with a better reputation because of what’s they’re doing—

they’re serving. It’s not self-serving, it’s serving others, so I tend to give them the benefit of the doubt 

from the start. I want to go back to what you said, I will not buy anything pink. I think it’s so overused that 

it’s like what does it have to do with microwave dishes. 

Jackie - And how much money does the nonprofit actually make off it? Is it a penny or a dime, is that really 

going to make a difference—is it worth making that choice on a $50 purchase.  

Kay - I just won’t buy anything pink. 

Jackie - I think that I heard they really don’t get as much money as you would expect. 

Q: How can nonprofits —who aren’t the big players—make it known to corporations that this is a 

partnership worthwhile to enter into? 

Grace - Having the tie in is particularly important when you make that approach. Saying we support 

companies who are supporting juvenile diabetes, you make this product that they use, let’s work together. 

I think as a smaller nonprofit, that is particularly important because you probably don’t have that larger 
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network. I also think that branding becomes that much more important because you have those larger 

organizations that have people who pay attention to that. I think of small nonprofits I’ve worked at and 

that’s been a constant struggle and it’s been a struggle looking for straight-up funders or partnerships. To 

say this is exactly what we do and you know the feeling when you get when you see Cheerios, I think that’s 

harder to replicate in a six-person organization. 

Q: Grace, at your literacy nonprofit, did you team up with a local bookstore or something? 

Grace - Yea. We used to have competitions with scholastic, so we would always use the reading angle, 

even though we were working with people on how to read a bank statement, yet we worked with a local 

bookstore. 

Kay - Nonprofit foundation work and fundraising work would create an entry into that. You approach an 

organization to sponsor something because it’s a good fit, or you ask them to donate because they have 

a mission that probably links with your mission. It probably has a definition of what they invest in or what 

they donate to. So, that would be a door in and maybe the next thing would be bundling it with their 

packaging or mailing or coupon, something that’s more what the corporation does than what the 

foundation does, which is generally just get grants and sponsorships. 

Q: Brianna, and you usually work with company employees, correct? 

Brianna - The main things is corporate campaigns for fundraising and they push our materials within the 

company, but not necessarily the public. We haven’t done a campaign that I can think of that’s truly cause 

marketing. We have a lot of partnerships, sponsorships and with the foundation, a lot of funding. But, we 

haven’t really gone down the road of cause marketing and I know it’s always out there, but we haven’t 

necessarily found something that tangible.  

Q: Is it more of raising awareness of the United Way within these big companies. Is that a big goal of 

the United Way or is it mostly just to fundraise. 

Brianna - It’s a little of both. We want them to know what United Way does because that’s our main 

mission and then, obviously, giving, but the hard thing is…with General Mills who we do have a 

phenomenal partnership with…if that’s a national community and they have national partnerships and 

we’re here locally so, it’s hard to separate that out a little bit with the way the chapters are individually 

run. But then there’s all these logistics that go in the back end because we wouldn’t want to put our logo 

on all of these boxes across the country—that would be a national thing, which is different than us, so it’s 

different partnerships based on companies where they’re located, it’s a little tricky. That may be why we 

haven’t done as much because it gets a little sticky and hard to do and we have all this other stuff going 

on, so it would likely throw a wrench into some of that. We haven’t found a way to do it. They get tons of 

asks all the time, so going back to your point of how nonprofits can get into this…it’s tricky because you 
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really are looking for the funding first (or the grants and sponsorships) before you go into this kind of 

relationships with someone just because it adds a whole other level of complexity. You’re just trying to 

constantly keep going with that with little people and not a lot of time and resources, so you’re like, oh, I 

have to plan this whole other thing. It’s a lot of work. It’s a lot on the nonprofit side, I think, vs. the 

corporate side. You have to get a proposal, get it in front of them, work it out with them… 

Q: This ties back to my earlier question, “who comes out the winner?” Let’s say you get to that point 

and you are able to have that partnership, who is the winner? Who gets the better benefit? 

Nicole - I’ve only been there for just over a year and they’ve had this partnership for 30 years. The reason 

they went into it was not necessarily to get brand awareness, it was more like we have these people whose 

heat is going to be turned off, and we need more money to help them. How can we achieve that? I think 

they approached it the same way—what’s the most direct way to associate it with the average consumer? 

They thought, oh, they’re paying their own bill and if you knew someone’s heat was going to be turned 

off tomorrow unless someone pitched in to help them out…I think they pictured more the client in that 

scenario. I don’t think we necessarily went into it for brand awareness. A lot of times we’re really just 

looking for the funding, not necessarily for the brand—at least from the experiences that I’ve had and 

those types of relationships. So, if it is a good fit and it doesn’t take a lot of work and take people off other 

projects and allows for that funding, I think that’s more from the nonprofit side the decision making 

process that goes into it.  

Kay - You know that it has to work for both sides and both partners.  

Q: Does it matter whether it’s local or national nonprofits asking for a cause? 

Kay - Yeah, you get so inundated, so that I’m more likely to respond to a local cause than a national 

cause….if it goes to a food shelf at the co-op, just because it stays in town. I guess I think it probably gets 

there, you know, to what the person needs vs. a big national. 

Q: General Mills has another campaign called Outnumber Hunger, where if you buy a box, you go online, 

type in a ZIP code and they’ll donate 5 meals to your local food shelf. Since it’s a national brand tying it 

locally, would that sway your decision at all? 

Kay - I’m surprised they would do that. That sounds very complicated. I guess it’s just a ZIP code. 

Kay - I’m remembering a workshop thing where we looked and considered whether an iffy partnership 

and the nonprofit was worried about their reputation and I can’t remember what the scenario was. One 

of the final decisions was, if we don’t do it, someone else will, so we should do it because it was a lot of 

money.  
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Q: Do you think the corporation is taking on more risk by partnering with the nonprofit or is the 

nonprofit taking on more risk? 

Nicole - Nonprofits. Just because nonprofits are very open to public scrutiny, especially if there was a 

scandal involving funds or anything. That could just be very harmful to the nonprofit. Whereas, if Cheerios 

or General Mills is doing this, it essentially makes them look like a better company because they care 

about helping people who are in poor health, getting people healthy. I think it just tends to have a more 

positive implication immediately for the company involved in that regard, as far as reputation.  

Kay - I remember the example now. It was someone in Las Vegas approached the art museum about 

displaying their art in a collection in a Vegas casino. The reputation of the nonprofit was concerned, so 

they thought if they didn’t do it someone else will, so they had to figure out how to do it well. They did do 

it.  They’re all doing it now; there are a lot of them. 

Q: Is the culture of a nonprofit just always looking for funding and donations, so therefore they’re 

always looking for a partnership? 

Brianna - I’ve been doing more work on when we have an offer or request comes in to partner with United 

Way and sometimes we’ve never heard of this company any more, they oftentimes don’t know that I’m 

with the Twin Cities vs. the national. There’s lots of interesting factors that come in so we try to take a 

look at what our levels are. We want to give you a thousand rubber wristbands, but we want you to put a 

blog up and our logo on your homepage of your website and we’re like, it’s a little more valuable than a 

hundred dollars’ worth of wristbands. We had to start a layout of what we can offer them for what they’re 

giving us and the different levels and making sure there are enough recognition for these things because 

we can’t just throw a million logos on our homepage. Or, take over space we might have allocated for 

recognizing General Mills as a huge partner. That’s been interesting to see because if no one will really 

benefit from it and it takes so much work to put it together, so sometimes we say no, this won’t work for 

us right now. Or, they’re trying to fit something that doesn’t quite make sense. Kind of what we were 

talking about before, do sponsorships match each other? Sometimes they come up with things that we 

can’t put our name with or align with or it goes against something else we’re working on, so it’s interesting. 

It’s odd to say no to certain things like that when we’re so used to saying, ‘yes, thank you.’ We had to put 

parameters up as some of these things are coming up more. I constantly hear, corporate social 

responsibility in like the last few years, it’s a huge buzz word…CSR all the time. I think companies are 

realizing this helps them and Millennials moving into the workforce, they look for that and the work/life 

balance and the companies that are giving back, so it’s become more on our radar, but I don’t think we’ve 

really grasped what we can do or how we’re supposed to be doing it because it’s just a different way of 

working with companies or organizations and we’re still putting together plans and processes and what 

works for us.  We don’t have time, resources, or it doesn’t fit. There was a random wristband place in 

Kentucky. It doesn’t make sense to take that away from them either. Or, someone may want a partnership 
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that may not be appropriate and we may not want to put our name by something like that necessarily and 

it’s not approved… 

Kay - I think the corporations are way more sophisticated and the level of resources they have compared 

to nonprofits. Even national, stable nonprofits. 
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Appendix M 

Survey Solicitation Email 

Hello, 
  
I am inviting you to participate in an academic research study as part of my final capstone project to 
graduate with my Master’s in Strategic Communication from the University of Minnesota. The survey is 
about your perceptions of cause-related marketing.  

The survey should take roughly 5 minutes to complete and can be accessed 
here: http://www.surveytool.com/s/SFCB90EDF2. All surveys should be completed by May 23, 2013. 
 
I appreciate your participation! Feel free to pass the link to the survey to others.  
 
Thanks, 
 
Lindsay Grome 
Master's in Strategic Communication graduate candidate 
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities 
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  Cause-Related Marketing Survey

Do you do any grocery shopping for your household?

Yes 96 (98.97%)
Comments
Shared Responsibility w/ Spouse
97 responses

   

Have you ever donated to a nonprofit organization? An example of a nonprofit organization would be
the Salvation Army or the American Heart Association.

Yes 92 (95.83%)
No 4 (4.17%)
96 responses

   

Can you name a company or brand that supports a particular nonprofit or cause? A hypothetical
example of this would be Jane's granola bars donates a certain percentage to Gerry's Gorilla
Research Institute for every box of granola bars sold.

Yes 60 (61.22%)
No 38 (38.78%)
98 responses

   

If you answered yes to the above question, please list the name of the company/brand and what
nonprofit/cause they are associated with and proceed to the next question. If you answered no,
proceed the question after next.

Puffins (cereal)
Yoplait/Breast Cancer
McDonalds - Ronald McDonald House
Yoplait/Susan G. Komen
Safeway and Breast Cancer Research
Subway and American Heart Association
Newman's Own donates to various nonprofits  - I don't know which
Patagonia
Yoplait and Susan G. Komen for the re
Campbell Soups - Labels  for Education
Kroger -- FreeStore Food Bank
Ronald McDonald House
Cheerios and American Heart Association; Yoplait and Susan G. Kohlman; Habitat for Humanity and Home Depot
Finnegan's donates to the Minnesota United Hunger Project
Coca cola- some sort of heart health organization
Coca Cola, American Heart Assoc
Yoplait and Breast Cancer
Caribou breast cancer
Chucky Cheeze
Scared Panda - Computers for Kids
Toms shoes - gives shoes to children in Africa
Toms shoes - Donating shoes to 3rd world countries
Target/education and reading
Patagonia- Our common waters
(Red) products contribute to HIV/AIDS research and care
Dairy Queen/Children's  Miracle Network
Newman's Own
Charity Miles - Multiple
TOMS/One for One
TOMS shoes donates to the One For One Movement
Yoplait Yogurt to support Brest cancer
Yoplait yogurt, breast cancer
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Yoplait, Susan g komen
Tom's shoes - donates shoes to needy children ("One for One")
Newman's Own
Target
post
Microsoft, whole food market
Love Crunch Granola- Food Banks
Newman's
cambells  soup/ breast cancer
Nature Valley/National Parks
Neuman's Own supports several charities including a summer camp for s ick kids.
Tom's shoes - donate a pair of shoes abroad for every pair sold.
Figure 8 Brewing, monthly charities
Aveda donates proceeds from sales of Aveda Breast Cancer Awareness Hand Relief to The Breast Cancer Research Fund
Medtronic
na
Michael's  Cause
G mIlls  =box tops for education, Kemps milk caps => schools  .05 cents
American Airlines and Susan G. Komen
Tom's Shoes
Kellogg, Susan G. Komen
To plait and Susan B Koeman
Home Depot/Habitat for Humanity
Target donates to schools .
Yoplait...breast cancer
activa
Newman's Own
Tom's shoes gives shoes to poor, Angelica's  Garden supports efforts  to label GMOs in food, Newman's pasta sauce and pretzels  and other products give profits  to charity
Yoplait &  breast cancer research
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Which partner came to mind first?

I don't know 15 (20.00%)
The company/brand 40 (53.33%)
The nonprofit/cause 17 (22.67%)
Comments
Both s imultaneously
Both s imultaneously
Parts  Bread
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What was the name of the last brand you bought that you can recall a nonprofit organization or
cause associated with? Please name the brand and the cause. If you cannot recall, please type "NA."

NA
Puffins (cereal)
General Mills  box tops for education
NA
Newman's Own brands
NA
NA
NA
Safeway just does it at the checkout
NA
NA
Newman's Own
NA
REI
n/a
NA
Campbell soup - Labels  for Education
NA
Petsmart - donation at checkout to animal shelters
NA
n/a
NA
Na
Yogurt and the lids campaign
Cheerios and American Heart Association
NA
NA; I did, however, donate to the cancer society at Walgreens(?) during checkout.
NA
Chucky Cheeze/ PBS
NS
na
NA
NA
Adidas - Boston Strong t-shirt
Timbuk 2
N/A
Kohl's  book for the Kohl's  Cares Foundation
Newman's Own Salad Dressing
na
NA
Yoplait
Miir (water bottles) donates to One4one
Na
Na
General Mills  to support box tops, yoplait to support Susan g komen.
N/a
Regal cinema ticket and heart disease
NA
Mary Kay Cosmetics - a percentage of all sales of Mary Kay products goes to the Mary Kay Foundation which supports research for women's cancers and shelters for women
who are running from domestic abuse.
NA
Newman's Own salsa - don't know the cause, though.
Tom's shoes
NA
N/A
Tom's shoes. Donates a pair of shoes to a child in Cambodia
n/a
Endangered Species chocolate, cause: environmental/species preservation
Yoplait Yogurt / Susan G. Komen Foundation
Na
NA
box tops for schools .....kelloggs for beast awareness
NA
na
NA
NA
Love Crunch Granola
Bounty / Susan Komen
NA
NA
na
Cheerios - American Heart Association
N/A
NA
NA
NA
Gap
NA
Na
ProjectAl tee shirts . I bought a 612Brew tee. All proceeds went to NEMAA (North East Minneapolis  Artists  Association)
Medtronic -- Minneapolis  Heart Marathon
na
NA
G Mills  Cereal and KleenexTissues for the school I teach at
NA
NA
NA
NA
To plait/Susan B Komen Foundation
Yoplait - Susan G Komen
na
na
Caribou Coffee.....in October they sell Amy's Blend that goes towards cancer research (after an employee who died).
Yoplait
NA
NA
Angelica's  Garden - supports labeling of GMOs in food
Target & local schools
97 responses

   

In your experience, how important are the following when determining whether you are going to
purchase a specific product?

 Not important Somewhat not important Important Somewhat important Very important Neutral Average



If a nonprofit/cause is
associated with the product 26 29 12 24 4 3 2.59

Your familiarity of the brand 3 9 22 22 41 0 3.92

Your familiarity of the
nonprofit/cause partnering
with the brand

13 24 29 17 11 4 3.01

The public awareness of the
nonprofit/cause partnering
with the brand

32 31 12 14 5 4 2.40

If the packaging is very visual 20 24 15 18 14 7 3.03

If the fit between the brand
and the nonprofit/cause make
sense

30 18 17 20 8 5 2.72

97 responses

How does the following affect your likelihood of buying a product that may be promoting a
nonprofit/cause?

 Very unlikely Unlikely Somewhat unlikely Neutral Somewhat likely Likely Very likely Average
Your familiarity of the
nonprofit/cause 7 9 6 11 33 23 10 4.65

The public awareness of the
nonprofit/cause 10 13 12 28 24 9 3 3.83

The visibility of a
nonprofit/cause in the
marketplace, at events or in
your day-to-day life

12 10 9 16 35 15 2 4.06

If the packaging is very visual 14 13 12 21 25 11 3 3.76

97 responses

On the scale of 1-7, how would you rate your level of agreement with the following statement?
Please use a rating scale of 1-7 where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree. When a specific
brand teams up with a nonprofit organization I feel that the BRAND is...

 1 Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree Average
Socially responsible 1 3 4 17 33 21 20 5.23

Making a smart business
move 2 1 6 13 35 25 17 5.23

Doing it for awareness 2 3 4 21 31 22 16 5.08

Doing it because they need
the money 15 20 18 15 21 6 4 3.41

97 responses

On the scale of 1-7, how would you rate your level of agreement with the following statement?
Please use a rating scale of 1-7 where 1=strongly disagree and 7=strongly agree. When a specific
brand teams up with a nonprofit organization I feel that the NONPROFIT is being...

 1 Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree Average
Socially responsible 1 6 13 29 15 18 17 4.75

Making a smart business
move 1 1 1 6 21 23 46 6.01

Doing it for awareness 0 1 1 3 14 25 55 6.28

Doing it because they need
the money 2 1 0 6 18 27 45 6.01

97 responses

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements:

 Strongly disagree Disagree Somewhat disagree Neutral Somewhat agree Agree Strongly agree Average
I buy products based on the
nonprofit/cause associated
with it

19 18 15 22 24 2 0 3.20

When a nonprofit and a
corporation partner together,
the corporation gets more
brand awareness

2 4 4 10 38 30 12 5.16

When a nonprofit and
corporation partner together,
the nonprofit gets more brand
awareness

2 5 6 8 27 34 18 5.27

97 responses

How do you generally become aware of a nonprofit?

See it advertised 36 (36.73%)
Attend an event 7 (7.14%)
I've used their services 3 (3.06%)
Highly visible in public 34 (34.69%)
Comments
I'm on a variety of listserv's . I also work in non-profits  and become familiar through collaboration. I also am involved in action campaigns related to specific issues, so I come
across them that way as well.
Word of mouth
I or someone I know have needed their services
Social media, personal research
All of the above and more
If it is  a cause I support and have researched the non-profit
In nonprofit sector and know about other nonprofits
My own research
Asked to donate by cashier
I learn about it through a friend/through my own reading and social activism
through word of mouth
Friends, work, hobbies, other life experiences that expose you to the needs/medical conditions of others
Social Media: Facbebook or Youtube especially
All of the above.
Read about it in the newspaper
NCJW notices, TV, magazines
by learning about, investigating and believing in their cause/message
various ways
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Demographic information

Age: "25" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55418" 
Country: "US"
Age: "30" 
Gender: "Male" 



Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55405" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "20424" 
Country: "US"
Age: "36" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "60525" 
Country: "US"
Age: "56" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "46385" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45102" 
Country: "US"
Age: "38" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55347" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55414" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "22205" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55119" 
Country: "US"
Age: "31" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "43230" 
Country: "US"
Age: "30" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55406" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "44691" 
Country: "US"
Age: "34" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45246" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"
Age: "43" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45245" 
Country: "US"
Age: "52" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45102" 
Country: "US"
Age: "23" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45106" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "44145" 
Country: "US"
Age: "49" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55123" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55419" 
Country: "US"
Age: "36" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55419" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55416" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55408" 
Country: "US"
Age: "58" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55076" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55116" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "44145" 
Country: "US"
Age: "48" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "46383" 
Country: "US"
Age: "25" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55417" 
Country: "US"
Age: "26" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55416" 
Country: "US"
Age: "60" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "92630" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "46342" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55409" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55441" 
Country: "US"
Age: "34" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55107" 
Country: "US"
Age: "62" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"



Age: "58" 
Z ip Code: "45224" 
Country: "US"
Age: "45" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45244" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45230" 
Country: "US"
Age: "30" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "29605" 
Country: "US"
Age: "30" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "60193" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "43081" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45040" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "44136" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "97216" 
Country: "US"
Age: "44" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45248" 
Country: "US"
Age: "57" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "46307" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55419" 
Country: "US"
Age: "26" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "43215" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "60616" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "60613" 
Country: "US"
Age: "26" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "45230" 
Country: "US"
Age: "49" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45244" 
Country: "US"
Age: "41" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45225" 
Country: "US"
Age: "31" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45245" 
Country: "US"
Age: "41" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45223" 
Country: "US"
Age: "26" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45219" 
Country: "US"
Age: "39" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "94541" 
Country: "US"
Age: "45" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45011" 
Country: "US"
Age: "41" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "45040" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "21046" 
Country: "US"
Age: "35" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45243" 
Country: "US"
Age: "25" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45040" 
Country: "US"
Age: "24" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45219" 
Country: "US"
Age: "24" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "45214" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"
Age: "31" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "40390" 
Country: "US"
Age: "34" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45240" 
Country: "US"
Age: "30" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55305" 
Country: "US"
Age: "56" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55113" 
Country: "US"
Age: "38" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "45236" 
Country: "US"
Age: "24" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "46347" 
Country: "US"
Age: "25" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "46307" 



Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "07090" 
Country: "US"
Age: "25" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "46360" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "32824" 
Country: "US"
Age: "27" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55403" 
Country: "US"
Age: "46" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55406" 
Country: "US"
Age: "57" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55120" 
Country: "US"
Age: "44" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "10305" 
Country: "US"
Age: "56" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55118" 
Country: "US"
Age: "28" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "43026" 
Country: "US"
Age: "26" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55305" 
Country: "US"
Age: "64" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "60510" 
Country: "US"
Age: "29" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "45230" 
Country: "US"
Age: "43" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55123" 
Country: "US"
Age: "52" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55123" 
Country: "US"
Age: "75" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "89134" 
Country: "US"
Age: "61" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55116" 
Country: "US"
Age: "57" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55123" 
Country: "US"
Age: "45" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "70001" 
Country: "US"
Age: "57" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55045" 
Country: "US"
Age: "55" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55120" 
Country: "US"
Age: "54" 
Gender: "Female" 
Z ip Code: "55105" 
Country: "US"
Age: "53" 
Gender: "Male" 
Z ip Code: "55123" 
Country: "US"
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What is the highest level of education that you have completed?

High school degree or GED 1 (1.01%)
Some college 6 (6.06%)
Associate's degree 5 (5.05%)
Bachelor's degree 38 (38.38%)
Master's degree or higher 49 (49.49%)
99 responses

   

Do you have any other comments based on any cause-related campaigns you've encountered?

I think cause-related campaigns are a win-win, provided they have some sort of link with the product. ie. if it's  Coca-Cola, they use mass quantities of water, so partnering w/ a
water quality, advocacy, or conservation organization would make sense. I personally find it ill-fitting or puzzling when a product, for sake of argument, say Cheerios, would
partner with a Panda Habitat Restoration organization. In other words when the cause doesn't match with the brand they've set forth. Now, a Bee Habitat Restoration
organization, hey-hey, we might have something there...
Your survey fails  to take into account the minimum acceptable levels  of transparency and accountability a non-profit organization must meet in order for me to donate to it. If
administrative expenses are very high (e.g. the United Way) it is  no longer a truly 'not for profit.' Smart consumers are aware of how they spend a dollar whether it is  an
individual, personal product OR if they are giving money to a community good (i.e. the non-profit). In short, I do my research before donating.
No
They normally don't change my buying behavior but if two products cost the same and do exactly the same I'd buy the one that supports a cause
Some seem to promote really good connections and miss ions(Adidas/Boston bombings), some (KFC/Susan G. Komen) are just awful and blatantly for promotional and
marketing purposes (for both the corp and the nonprofit). It really undermines the nonprofit's  message to partner with a business and product that are counter to the
nonprofit's  miss ion. I also work in corporate relations at a nonprofit, so I think about this  a lot.
In my opinion, your question #8 is  poorly constructed
I always wonder how much is  going to the charity...a certain % of price, or of profit, or what?
Cause marketing rarely gets me to buy a product that I wouldn't already have bought but it has made me buy more of a product that I was going to purchase.
The most important aspecs of non-profit meeting are the causes the non-profit supports and, even more importantly, toward what the profits  raised are used.
Appreciate generosity :) of giving back!
NA
I believe brands who partner with a nonprofit are forming a win-win relationship. The brand appears to be more socially responsible (even if only a minimal amount is  actually
going to the nonprofit), while the nonprofit gets money and recognition it may not otherwise attain without a big name.
na
Social causes are easier to accept than political ones
I don't tend to have much concious awareness of marketing, but if a product says they give profits  to a cause, then it catches my attention.
16 responses
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